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Fauntroy inspires audience 
U.S. congressman speaks at 121st Charter Day ceremony 
By Robert J. Vickers 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
President James E. Cheek bestow-
ed U.S. Congressman Walter E. 
Fauntroy with an honorary Doctor of 
Laws Degree at Tuesday's convoca-
tion, marking Howard University's 
12lst Charter Day. 
''You honor me beyond my abili-
ty to express my gratitude," Faun-
troy said . 
He later blasted President Ronald 
Reagan for current U. S. economic 
policies. ''Reagan believes that the 
poor have too much, the rich have 
top little and that problems abroad 
lend themselves to miJitary solu-
tions," Fauntroy said. 
''Who knows what evil lutks ifl 
heart of Reagan.'' 
Fauntroy said: ''Unless we change · 
our policies, we'll have the baddest 
defense in the world, but we'll have 
nothing to defend.'' 
Before he ended his speech by sing-
ing George Benson's The Greatest 
love of All, Fauntroy commented on 
the importance of Charter Day. 
''Ch<trter Day is appreciation 
day ... for Howardites both collective-
ly and individually," he said. 
Howard Ringer, a senior accoun-
ting major, noted the impact of the 
ceremony. ''I expected it to be for-
mal (but) the speech was very 
motivating and definitely touched 
Students were lined up to vote Tuesdoy. 
everyone in the room,'' Ringer said. 
The convocation was attended by 
more than 1,500 students, faculty and 
alulmni but there were those that did 
not attend. ''It doesn't seem like such 
a big deal, 11 said accounting major 
Judy Cain. ''They have one every 
semester.'' 
- . 
Mark Shuler 1 a junior from Long 
Branch, N .J. who did not attend the 
ceremony, was wondering wl1y peo-
ple were not in the Punchout in the 
Blackburn Center . ''So that's where 
everyone is at," he said. 
. -
I didn't even know it was today," 
said Rhonda DeCastro, a psychology 
major form Paterson, N.J. 
Another student comriiented ''I 
have other things to do like' see 
- - . 
Photo by Susan Harewood 
friends and study. I'm not the type 
to Sit and listen to people give 
speeches that I've heard millions of 
times." 
Sharon Barlow-Hughley, a student 
advisor in the School of Communica-
tions, said that she forgot. '' It total-
ly slipped my mind. I would have at 
least listened to it on the radio if I had 
remembered," she said. 
Charter Day celebrates the sanc-
tionirig of the charter of the Univer-· 
sity. On March 3, 1867, U.S. 
PresidentAndrew Johnson signed the 
charter so a black institution could be 
founded to uplift the race through 
education and religion. 
The charter was later redrafted to 
• 
Photo· by Merriman King 
U.S. Congressman Walter Fauntroy stirs the audience during his Charter 
Day speech Thursday. 
make the University available to all class /as comprised solely of white 
persons, thu~s the firSt graduating women. 
' 
Hiroshima performs at Cramton 
By Shelia Maxwell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Mystic Asian/ American rhythms 
filled the wa lls Of Cramton 
Auditorium Thursday night at 8 p.m. 
as the number one contemporary jazz 
group, Hiroshima, performed live in 
a concert sponsored by the Liberal 
Arts Student Council. 
The band, originally from Los 
Angeles, Calif., returned to Howard 
eight years after their first east coast 
debut that took place on this campus. 
The band played a mixture of Latin, 
rhythm and blues, jazz and rock 
music that they are famous for . 
Western contemporary music,'' said 
Kuramoto . 
According to Dan Kuramoto, 
many recording groups and artists 
got interested in the band while they 
were playing in southern California, 
but Wayne Henderson ''got them 
their first deal'' . Henderson, who is 
the former producer for such artists 
as Ronnie Laws and the Emotions, 
heard about the group, listened to 
them for himself, and arranged for 
them to meet the famous producer, 
Larkin Arnold who is also a Howard 
Alumni. Arnold was then with Arista 
record~ wher~ he took the young 
group 1n. 
Kuramoto credits Arnold for help-
ing the group to maintain their 
famous sound. -
''He thought that it was imponant 
that we retained everything that we 
were about ethinically,'' he said. 
' • 
' 
Slates to clash in run-off election 
• 
Band members June Kuramoto 
and John Mori introduced students 
to Japanese instruments such as the 
koto and the Taiko drum while Dan 
Kuramoto and T. J . Parker blended 
in [f1e more traditional synthesizer 
and lead guitar. The enchanting voice 
of Barbara Long brought both 
cultures together. 
Hiroshima, most recently known 
for their hit ''Why Can't I Love 
You'' , formed irt 1975 when 
members Dan Kuramoto , June i<ur· 
mate and Danny Yamamato decid-
ed to ''combine Japanese with 
The leader, who masters various 
instruments - including the sax-
ophone, flutes, keyboards and syn-
thesizers - also credits Howard 
University's WHUR radio station for 
helping them to obtain earily 
popularity on the east coast . Students to vote again on March 10 for HUSA leaders Photo by Franscino Crbwelle Jr. ' Lead singer Barbaro Long entertains 
during HU concert. 
By Glenda Fauittleroy 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The poll results for the new HUSA 
·president and vice-president were to 
close to call Tuesday night, as neither 
first-place fi nish ers Garfield 
Swaby/Rober! Turner nor second 
place David Porter/ Anthony Joseph, 
managed to receive the 51 percent of 
the student vote needed to win the 
election. 
With little more than 20 percent of 
Howard University's student body 
casting a vote in Tuesday's election, 
Swaby/Turner retained 30 percef'l.t of 
the vote, while Porter/ Joseph had 24 
percent. 
The General Assembly Elec1ion 
Commit1ee, has scheduled a run-off 
election for Thursday, March IO.to 
determine which slate will hold the 
position. 
''The students showed their sup-
port, and we're extremely ap-
preciative," said candidate Garfield 
Swaby. •' I am positive that even more · 
will come out on the 10th because we 
a re the best candidates for the posi-
tion," he added. 
Candidates Porter and JoSe'ph • 
could not be reached for comment at 
press time. HUSA ca ndidates 
Michael Joyner/ Georgette Greenlee 
and Floyd Dickens/Van Johnson 
finished third and fourth in the elec-
tion, with 22 percent of the votes 
O Continued on page 9 
Trustee results invalid 
By Rachel Swarns 
hilltop S1aff Reporter 
The General Assembly elec-
tions Committee scrapped the 
March 1 undergraduate trustee 
results amid complaints of 
mechanical problems in the 
polls. 
' 'The malfunctioning of the 
two poll machines for 2 Vi 
hours in Douglass and Locke 
Halls suggests that the results 
were misrepresented,'' said 
D ContinuedT on pag-e 1 o 
D Continued on page 9 
'A Different World' star Viisits HU 
By Diana Carter 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Dawnn Lewis of NBC's A Dif-ferent World, will speak at the Col-
lege of Fine Arts Friday at IO a.m. 
The 26-year-old actress is ' 
known for her co-starring role as 
JaLisa in the top-rated sitcom. 
While on vacation from the tap-
ing of the show, Lewis planS to go 
to various parts of the country to · 
tall\ with students. 
Dawnn Lewis 
i 
I 
''Stu Gardner had a demo tape 
of my work and asked me to 
help," she said. . 
The collaboration with Gardner 
produced the theme for ''A Dif-
ferent World.'' • 
Within a week of her second 
audition, she was chosen for the 
role . 
MEAC . may lose playoff bid, again 
''I have been speaking at 
elementary schools and high 
schools in New York and in 
Chicago," Lewis said. 
Lewis has an unusual story 
about how she got her role as 
JaLisa. 
that they were in search of a 
teenage[ ·to play JaLisa. Later, 
however, Hughes-Moss recon-
sidered and called her back for a 
second audition. 
However, this was not the only 
piece of good news for Lewis. 
Within the same time span, she 
was inf.armed by Gardner that her 
song wollld be the theme fo r the 
new show. 
Lewis, whose role was the last 
to be fi lled, is excited about her 
character. · 
By David DaCosla 
Hiltop Staff Reporter 
The Mid-Eastern Athletic Con-
ference will probably lose i1s auto-
matic bid to the National Collegia1e 
Athletic Association's Division I-AA 
football playoffs again in 1988 . 
Conference members Bethune-
Cookman College and Florida A&M 
University have scheduled their an-
nual Florida Classic game on 
This we.ek: 
Jody Watley 
Grammy 
p. 6 
Awards, 
' 
Women defend 
title, p. 8 
Sex life, p. 7 
'· 
' 
November 26, Thanksgiving Day 
weekend, although the NCAA warn-
ed that the MEAC champion will not 
be guaranteed an automatic bid in 
post season playoffs if all games are 
not finished prior to the start of the 
playoffs. 
The Florida Classic was the reason 
1987 MEAC ch~mpion Howard 
University was not extended an 
automatic bid to 1hat year's post 
season playoffs. 
Security 
undergoes 
change 
Ten officers promoted for 
first time in four · years 
By Tracey Davis 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Howard University secUritY Of-
ficers received promotions for the 
first time in four years on Feb. 24. 
Promotions, and policy changes are 
some of the modifications that have 
been made since the security depart-
ment re<;eived a new director in 
August . 
According to Warren Dawson, 
director of security, six security of-
ficers were.promoted to special police 
--This will mark the third con-
secutive year B-CC and F AMU will 
play on that date, but in 1986, the 
NCAA extended a waiver to the 
MEAC, with the understanding that 
the situation wquld be remedied . In 
1985, B-CC and FAMU played the 
Classic the week before Thanksgiv-
ing , which allow;ed conference cham-
pion Delaware State to participate i11 
post season playoffs . 
~Continued 01 page 10 • • • 
''I had just come off the na-
tional tour of 'The Tap Dance 
Kid' and I knew that the company 
that produced the show was 
casting for a Cosby spinoff. I per-
sistently called to get an audition,'' 
said Lewis. 
Originallly, Lewis was rejected 
~ for the part. The Hughes-Moss 
Casting Company informed her 
''They called me back because 
they decide to change the character 
and had remembered me through 
all the persistent calling I made,'' 
said Lewis. 
In the interim, she received a 
call from Stu Gardner . Gardner, 
the composer of the theme :to 'The 
Cosby Show', asked her tP work 
with him on the show's theme. 
''I feel my charaCter is a positive 
role because she is a very down-to-
earth person. She has a real g6al 
and a real reason fo r going to col-
lege other than trying to escape her 
parents," said J.,ewis. 
Lewis, a riative of Brooklyn , 
N. Y., is no stranger to show 
business. She began her Siff!ing 
career at the age of four and later 
'-'!'~nt on to dancing and acting. 
IJ Continued on page 1 a 
Board of Trustees approves 
HUSA's Self-Help program~ 
·to be initiated in fall of 1989 
By Tracey Davis 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Self-Help Program, a stud~nt 
funded program which will allow 
students to secure emergency loans of 
up to $300, was approved by the 
Board of Trustees on March 1. In-
Photo by J t ff Ftarlng itiated by the Howard University Stu-
PictuNd from left-the newly promalod HU -•rity officers~ Robort Mlllor; dent Association (HOSA), the pro-
En rd R c bb M M h II gram is the first of its kind at any Rosetta Jones, Sandro Menclo1a, Bryan a 1 uth 0 ' attie le e university or college in the nation. 
_and Will Trice, II. Not pictured are H~rold Lacy and Leon Gooden. The program requires a $5 raise in 
officers. Promotion includes a raise Howard security officers are the the Student Activity Fee. Half of the 
from $11 ,SOO to $14,200 per year. lowest paid out of the 10 universities additional money will be available for 
In -addition, three special police of- in the District. Dawson said that IOw loans, and the rest will be placed .in 
fice rs were promoted to sargeant. pay is one reason why the depart- a bank. _ 
Their salaries will increase to $1 7,500. meIJt , \Vhich is supposed to consist of ' ' I don't mind paying an additional 
Even with the p~omotion.s , ·oconflnued on Dage· 10 · $5 if it means that I will be able to · 
• 
.. 
benefit if and when necesst}.ry ,'' said 
sophornore Stephaine Rudolph. 
Rudolph was one of 797 out 815 
students who voted in favor of the 
program last September. 
Dr. Carl Anderson , Vice President 
of Student Affairs, said that there 
was no problem getting the approval • 
of University President James E. 
Cheek and the Board of Trustees. 
According to Anderson, the Bosrd of 
Trustees had commended HUSA on 
its efforts to establish the program 
prior to approving it . 
HUSA President, Fritz Jean said 
. tht the program will "help to main-
tain the black institution by helping 
to keep students enrolled.•• The pro-
D Contlnued on page 1 O 
• 
• 
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Panelists address 
blacks' problems 
By Rebecca Little 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Young black panelists of diverse 
backgrounds addressed solutionc:. to 
problems of the black community last 
Friday in the Armour J . Blackburn 
Center at the forum, ''The State of 
Black America: a Youth Perspective, 
sponsored by the.H!'ward Universi-_ 
ty Student Assoc1at1on. 
Speaking before a crowded East 
Ballroom, the group of young 
·panelists, including members of the 
rap group, Public Ener1.' spent three 
hours discussing solutions tb pro-
blems caused by forces such as drugs, 
racism and inequality of education in 
the black community. 
•'The black community is in a state 
. of war,'' said Abdul Haqq Islam, .a 
member of the Nation of Islam and 
a Howard University graduate stu-
dent. He defined war as a state of 
conflict, hd'stility. and antagonism. 
Islam pointed out that blacks are los-
ing the war against those forces which 
are causing social and economic 
havoc in black communities 
everywhere. 
blacks learn to be themselves. 
Chuck D., also of Public Enemy 
said that values need to be rearrang-
ed, curiosity needs to be sparked and 
information, which is usually 
disseminated by the ''white majority-
owned media," needs ·10 be 
challenged. 
Steve X, a Howard graduate who 
now teaches chemistry and math in -
New York, said that education 
should be a priority in the black com-
munity. He said it is the duty of this 
generation of college students to train 
and educate black children, instilling 
in them a love of self. 
''What is wrong with our 
children?'' asked Steve X . . "We're 
not teaching them to love themselves, 
instead, they're being taught to hate 
themselves." Steve X attributed this 
as a direct cause of drug abuse and 
crime among young people in black · 
communities. 
''If whites don't treat you right, 
then they won't teach you right," 
asserted Steve X, confirming his 
belief that whites are responsible for 
the miseducation of black children. 
Whether or not whites have taught 
blacks correctly, all panelists agreed 
that the time has come for a change 
to · take place in the educatiopal, 
social, religious, and racial cOm-
munities of the black race. . --·-- · Photo by Paul Woodruff 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Health Center raises 
students' 
By Kalena Hammock 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Howard Urtiversity's Student 
Health Center distributed pamphlets 
and condoms Friday in the Armour 
J . Blackbum Center to raise students' 
awareness of sexually transmitted 
diseases (STDs). 
Dr. Carolyn Goode, a health 
educator at the Health Center said 
she decided to organize a booth to 
give out information about STDs 
because she felt students should be 
more informed and aware of the 
diseases and how to prevent them. 
Goode said there has been an in-
creased number of cases of STDs this 
year and that it has sparked student 
concern. ''Students are more con-
cerned about safe sex,'' she said. 
The pamphlets and booklets 
distributed concerned such diseases as 
gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes simplex, 
chlamydia, AIDS and 
trichomoniasis. The pamphlets 
discussed symptoms and causes of the . 
diseases; possible complications and 
treatment. 
-Goode-said student response has 
been positive. ''We h~ve gotten quite 
awareness 
• 
' 
a bit of response i·rom students. 
There is a'bput the same amount of 
males and females who have asked 
questions and for information,'' she 
said. 
Goode stressed students should 
read and learn as m.uch as possible 
about STDs. ''If people learn more 
about the diseases they would be less 
likely .,o catch the disease,'' Goode 
said. 
Rodney Phillips, a sophomore says 
that the information about STDs fs 
important. ''I think that it is good 
that we can learn about STDs and 
how to prevent them. We~ students 
think we know a lot about STOs but 
we really don't,'' Phillips said. 
Charemon Dawes. a freshman, 
says that students' might react dif-
ferently to the information. 
''I think it is good that they have 
information for students, however, it 
is the student's decision whether he 
uses it or not,'' she said. '"Sometimes 
some people can't be swayed. 
Regardless what the student does the 
.. information is there.'' 
The Student Health Center is plan-
ning to havemore inform·ation 
worksh.ops on STDs, Goode said. 
Richard Griffin of Public-Enemy 
reflected his group's mission when he 
said that black consciousness must be 
raised if any systematic programs of 
dealing with complex issues are to be 
developed. According to Lisa Williamson, a student at Rutgers University and 
member of the National African 
Youth Student Association 
(NA YSA), revolution is one way to 
effect that change. She urged the au-
dience to become revoiutionaries. 
flavor-Flav of Public Enemy makes a point during lecture. Goals of '88 Fund set Expressing dismay overt.he use of 
colored contact lenses, plastic sur~ery 
and hair extensions by members of 
the black community, Griffin added 
that the struggle for freedom, justice, 
and equality can only be wor: when 
basing the struggle on love, respon-
sibility, and respect for the black 
race. 
_Williamson stressed that _ the 
revolution should include economic 
Forensics society lacks nee_ded support 
Yolanda P. McCann 
Hilltop Staff,RepOrter 
Tears of excitement, happiness, 
and joy fill the eyes of the members 
of Martin· Luther King Forensics 
Society at the end of each of their 
successful tournaments. 
Their happiness would be eveti 
greater, they said, if the entire student 
body knew of, appreciated and sup-
. ported their effort. 
''The Martin Luther King Foren-
sics society (speech and debate team) 
is a group of articulate and profes-
sional students who have come 
together from different schools and 
colleges to develop analytical public 
speaking skills,'' said Florence 
Woodward, a two-year member. 
' 
• • 
• 
The main objective of the team is Phoco b}· •ames Mckissic 
to represent Howard University Forensics team members (from left) Brion Williams, Brian Watkins, 'fues-
through their expressions of black day Williams and ~arren Gayles. 
literature at these competitions. A bitter reward for their Jong 
Howard is the only black university hours and hard work has been the 
in the league. lack of sufficient funds. 
Joni Jones, lecturer of com- t ''The School of Communications 
munications and the team's coach of · and the School of Libeffil Arts are the 
individual events said of the students on ly two schools out of 18 who have 
on the forensic team, ''They are a helped to finance the team," Jones 
devoted, outstanding people who said. 
work hard and sacrifice a lot of time Howard University Student 
and money.'' .- '· Association! (HUSA) has also gave 
According to Jones, the students' them financial support. 
practice time often infringes upon ''The money that we received was 
their study time. just not enough to send all of the 
members who qualifed to comp1:::1e 
and that led us to take money out of 
our own pockets,'' Jones said. 
Brian Williams, a two-year team 
member described an overnight trip 
to compete in Rhode Island last year. 
Due·to a lack of funding, we only 
could afford two hotel rooms and 
there were 'approxifuately fifteen per-
sons - seven guys in one room and 
eight girls in the other," Williams 
said. 
D Continued on page 9 
HU offers equitable education 
8)· Henry Duvall 
Special to the Hill;op 
What historically black college or 
university offers a quality education 
at a relatively low cost, and has a 
good national reputativn among 
educators as well as employers? 
Howard University has just been 
named one of America's best 
''bargain colleges;'' making it the 
first predominatly black school so 
designated by ''College Cost Plan-
ner, ''a monthly newsletter on college 
finanical aid strategies. 
In its recent end- of- the month 
November issue, the newsletter also 
rated Miami University of Ohio, 
Rutgers University, the State Univer-
sity of New York (SUNY) in 
Albany,and Texas ChriStian Univer-
sity as being among the nation' s 
schools offering a real bargain 
education. 
''With college cost increasing an 
average of 6 percent every year, and 
even public schools costing approx-
imately $6,000 in tuition alone, 
bargin-hunting for colleges seems like 
more than just a good idea -· its's 
becoming a necessity," says Charles 
J. Shields, \vho writes the ''Bargain 
Colleges'' column. 
The consumer -oriented newsletter 
based its bargain -college designa-
tions on criteria that took into 
' account: 
--A good national reputation 
among educators and employers; 
--Cost considerably less than com-
parable colleges or universities; and 
--A high percentage of returing 
sophomores, which gives a good in-
dication of student sadtisfaction with 
their schools, says the newsletter . 
Shields, author of a book publish-
ed last year entitled ''College Guide 
for Parents,"says he first looks at 
schools with high rates of student 
retention, then checks the academic 
standing of the schools. This includes 
an assessment of how many national 
honor societies, such as Phi Beta 
Kappa, are on the "campuses. 
When he conducts· searches for 
low-priced colleges and universities, 
he is primarily looking for school 
with tuition fees under $9,000 a year, 
he explains. 
His computer-aided screening pro-
cess also includes review of college 
course catalogs, which helps him 
evaluate faculty credentials and 
special opportunities offered to 
students. 
Shields, who is a high- school 
guidance conselor in the Chicago 
area, even talks to individual students 
about schools. 
The newsletter noted thart-lowar.Q- -
has an 85 percent rate of returning 
freshmen, or sopomores. Its tuition 
is $3,900 a year for undergraduates, , 
\vhile room and board is approx-
imately $3,000. 
Howard, which is a private in-
stituton, shows a cost considerably , 
. less than the average charge for tui-
tion, room and board at America's 
private universities, which first ap-
pered in ''College Cost Planner'' in 
its combined August -September 
issue, has thus far named 16 schools. 
Divinity School's Rabbi Leon ~dler dies at 66 
Rabbi Leon Adler, 66, an instruc-
tor of Judaism courses at the 1-Ioward 
Uni.versity School of Divinity, died of 
an aneurysm, Feb. 27, at Suburbah 
Hospital. 
Adler was born in NeW York City 
and moved to the W ashngton area in 
1953. He was the rabbi of Temple 
Emmanuel in Kensington, Md. since 
1953 and was very active in Jewish 
education and · other c1V1c 
organizations. 
He had served on the board. of a 
Montgomery County organization 
for fair housing, and in 1956 and 
1957, he was the chajrman of the 
u'nit.ed Jewish Appeal campaign in 
Montgomery County. He was also a 
member of the Jewish Community 
Council of Greater Washington's 
community relations committee. 
Between 1959-1973, he taught 
courses in Judaic studies at the then · 
Howard University School of 
Religion. In 1973, due to a decrease 
in the school's budget the courses 
were eliminated. 
However, the Jewish Chautauqua 
Society of America provided an 
honorarium for a Jewish teacher to 
• 
offer instruction in Judaism. The 
teacher was Adler, and he continued 
to teach classes that fulfilled re-
quirements for the College of Liberal 
Arts and the School of Religion. 
. Adler taught up until the time of . 
his death. 
SurvivorS"include two sons, Joe, of 
Boston and AYi, of Chevy Chase; a 
daughter, Adena Adler . of 
Philadelphia, and a sister·, Betty 
Rosenstock of New York City. 
Merriorial Services were held at 
Temple Memorial, Monday, Feb. 29, 
at 1 p.m. ' 
, 
sanctions against those institutions 
that do not represent blacks' in-
terests. ''We can get results if we 
strangle the economy of this coun-
try," said Williamson . 
Jennifer Phillips 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
contrib.utions and to those who have 
played instrumental roles in making 
the fund a success. · 
The awardees included: Margaret 
The Howard University Challenge Anderson, dean of the Chapel; J. 
Fund kicked off its fundr3.ising Jtober Carr and Augustus Palmer, 
• 
festivities for .1988 Monday after- Office of the Yice President for 
nooon in the East Ballroom of the Health Affairs; Daisy Fitts, Howard AdvERTisE Armour J. Blackburn Center University Hospital; Dr. James T . 
''The idea of challenge has been . Jackson, College of Dentistry; Dr. 
• 
IN historically woven into all aspects of L II D L ffal J c II f H d U , , , h . , asa e , e , r. o ege. o 
. owa.r n1vers1~y s1~ce t e univer- Medicine; Elizabeth Perin, School of 
ThE 
HILLTOP 
CALL 
6}6-6868 
s1ty f1rs.t bega~, said Dr· Roger Law; Imelda Pradia,, School of 
Estep, "."ice P.res1dent.for development .:1 Business and Public Administration 
and un1vers1ty relations:. and Dr. Ella E. White College of 
1:'he C'.hallenge Fund g1.ves Howard Fine Arts. • 
Un1vers1ty e~ployees a chance to Dr. Charles E.pps, Jr. Professor 
m~ke ?onattons to support the and Chief, piv~isi9n of Orthopedic 
un1vers1ty. . - Surgery at ~ Howard U.niversity Several ,awards were given on · · ; 
Monday to those staff who made O Conlinued on page 9 ' 
The Howard University School of 
Business & Public Administration 
Presents 
. I 
The 1988 Salute to 
Blacks in Business 
Mini-Conference & Forums 
on ''Entrepreneurship'' 
March 11-12 
' 
• 
• 
'Featuring Joshua Smith, Chairman '& 
CEO, The Maxima Corporation,Nathan 
Conyers, President, Riverside Ford, 
Detroit, Michigan, _ Michelle Hagans, 
President, Fort Lincoln New. Town Cpr-
poration, and many-other disti.nguished 
black entrepreneurs. , : 
Register Now 
Students $3 
General Public $10 
• 
For more information call 636-5116 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
• sew 
'Super Tuesday' winners 
to be serious contenders 
Southern race to decide one third of delegates 
\ 
By Robert J. Vickers 
Hilltop Scaff Rcp9rter 
''Super Tuesday'' will be the last 
hurrah for many of the presidential 
nomination candidates. The 20 
predominantly southern primaries, to 
·- be held on March 8, will be the deci-
ing factor for one-third of the 
delegates chosen for both parties. 
The Democrats' race will be 
dramatically narrowed since the ac-
cumulated results of primaries and 
caucuses have shown that only about 
three candidates could conceivablf 
take a party nomination and win the 
presidency. The candidates, Richard 
Gephardt (D-Mo.}, Micheal Dukakis 
(D-Mass.) and either Rev. Jesse 
Jackson or Paul Simon (D-111.), have 
all done well enough so far to be 
The only other· Republican _can-
didate that has an outside chance at 
receiving the nomination is former 
television evangelist Pat Robertson . 
· Because of his strong fundamentalist 
following, the ''Bible Belt'' could 
boost him to prominence. 
A recent Washington Post-ABC 
News Poll said that Bush holds about 
a 3-to-l lead over Dole, his closest 
rival for the nomination. 
Two Democrats, Jackson and 
Dukakis, according to the poll, will 
split the ''Super Tuesday'' vote. 
Albert Gore and Jr. (D-Tenn .. ) and 
Gephardt are projected to win 20 and 
15 percent of the Democratic vote, 
respectively. ~-
South is too big, too complex, and 
much too important to be kissed off 
in one day," he said. ''Most of the 
candidates will khow less of· the 
South, its people, its potential and its 
problems than they would if - the 
regions Democratic politicians had 
not gotten infatuated with their 
'Super Tuesday' big power play.'' 
Earlier this Week Dukakis won his 
third New England contest with 56 
percent of the Vermont primitry. He 
was followed by Jackson, who cap-
tured 26 percent of the vote even 
though that state has a very small 
, black population. The remaining 
Democratic candidates all finished in 
the siilgle digits. 
On the Republican side, Bush top-
ped Dole by IQ percent with a 49 to 
a 39 percent vicrory:-The remainin& 
Republican candidates all finished in 
the single digits. 
· seriously considered for the 
nomination. "' 
Political experts have long 
speculated as to the extreme relevance 
''Super Tuesday'' and the in-
significance of the earlier contests in 
comparison. ''It has ... prompted new 
campaign strategies and generated 
healthy skepticism about the supreme 
The candidates that finished with . 
single digit percentages made little ef-
fort in the state that had no national 
convention delegates at stake. 
However, the 98 percent voter tur-
nout Tuesday night did give a boost 
to some of the campaigns. 
On the Republican slate, only two , 
candidates have accumulated suffi-
;cient vote totals to be considered for 
·the presidential nomination. Kansas 
Sen. Robert Dole and Vice President_ 
George Bush have each received 
about a th.ird of the· delegates from 
the earlier primaries and caucuses. 
imPortance of the earlier contests, 11 
said former Virginia Gov. Charles S. 
Robb, who is now the Chairman of 
·the Democratic Leadership Council. 
Washington Post columnist David. 
Broder expressed disaireement. ''The 
The Vermont delegates, 17 
Republican and 14 Democrats, will 
be chosen in the state's April 
caucuses. 
The 
Delegates already won 
Democratic 
Dukakis 
Gephardl 
Gore 
Hart . 
Jackson 
Simon 
. 54.5 
39 
10.55 
0 
17.8 
33 
Needed for 
nomination: 2,082 
Delegates at stake 
' 
March 5: S.C. Republican primary 
March 5: Wyoming Democratic caucus 
MarCh 8: ''Super Tuesday'' 
Source: Associaled Press 
race for 
• 
delegates 
Republicans 
Bush 
Dole 
Kemp 
Robertson 
Uncommitted 
Needed for 
nomination: 1,139 
Democratic 
13 
1,307 
Peace Corps 
On-Campus Interviews 
61 
60 
35 
8 
10 
Republican 
37 
803 
~. 
> 
Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a 
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home 
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers 
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining 
the experience of a lifetime: 
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve 
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former 
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer 
academic credit for Peace Corps service. 
• Quality work experience recognized by employers. 
• Non·competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs. 
• Language skills. 
• Postponement af educational loans. 
• $4,200 completion-of-service allowance. 
• Opportunity to travel and ta experience new cultures. 
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an 
interview appointment today. 
The Peace Corps 
PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVES 
will be on campus at the 
BLACKBURN STUDENT CENTER 
March 8-9 
9:30·3:30 pm 
• 
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Photo bf James Mckhsk 
Billboord advertising Top cigarette paper at New York and Montono Avenues in Mortheost. 
Groups protest Top billboards 
By Tracey A. Hymes 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Advertisment billboards pro-
moting Top cigi!rette tobacco and 
rolling_ paper are recent targets of 
protests by community residents and 
social groups. 
One such billboard in question is 
located near Dunbar High School. 
The billboard is owned by Reagan 
National Advertising (RNA), former-
ly Heritage Creative Outdoor Service, 
Inc. 
According to Tom Somers, general 
manager of RNA, this particular 
billboard had been up for several 
months before he received a letter 
from someone voicing concern about 
its content. 
On Jan. 15, Somers said that he 
received a letter stating, in essence, 
that the billboard located near 4th 
and P Sts. NW promotes substance 
abuse in the already overwhelmed 
drug corridors of the city. His com-
pany was asked to cooperate in the 
fight against drugs by removing the 
billboard. 
Somers stated that his company 
neither condones nor promotes the 
use of illegal drugs. After learning 
that the product contributes to drug 
abuse, the sign was removed. 
Somers explained that RNA does 
not only advertises cigarette and 
alcohol products, but it is more in-
volved with promoting consumer 
goods and services such as public 
advertisements for restaurants, 
clothing and automobiles. 
He ·added. tnat the company· simp-
ly contracts with Republic Tobacco, 
the company that manufactures Top 
smoking paper and tobacco in 
Chicago. 
However, the RNA incident 
represents only one removed 
billboard sign. There are several more 
billboards in the city that advertise 
Top smoking paper. . 
A representative of Republic 
Tobacco said that Top paper is not 
used simply for illegal drugs. 
Mary Beth Glynn, marketing 
manager of the company, said that 
many consumers find it cheaper to 
roll their own cigarettes as opposed 
to buying them. With the escalating 
cost of cigarettes, she said lo""'. in-
come consumers find it economical-
ly feasible to purchase Top products. 
She explained that Top has been on 
the" market for more tl1an 150 years, . 
and there are rarely complaints about 
the products . 
Lilynn added that officials at 
Republic Tobacco, along with D.C. 
' 
Health Commissioner Reed Tuckson, · 
made a joint decision to replace the 
advertisement with an anti-drug 
message. The remaining Top 3dver-
tisements in the.D.C. area, she said. 
are scheduled to run through March 
15 . . 
While these types of adver-
tisements continue to .ruil and store 
owners continue to sell cigarette 
smoking paper. one local organiza-
tion, the Community Coalition for 
Social Responsibility, is tryjng to 
combat the drug problem. 
Donald Freeman, co-chairman of 
the organization, said that the group 
was formed in January in direct 
response to the advertisement and 
sale of smoking papers and other 
drug paraphernalia. 
He said the Organization's main 
concerns are to raise the issue of 
social respOnsibility and accoimtabili-
ty, and to involve the community in 
an entry level effort to com~at , the 
drug problem. 
The other co-chairman, . Baker 
Morton, said that advertisements and 
the sell of drug paraphernalia are an 
affront to the community.' · · --
''Drug sales and advertisement is 
a direct attempt to undercut the work 
that community organizations are do-
ing to prevent drug abuse,'' Morton 
said. 
Experts claim racial problems 
1968 Kerner report still exist • ID 
By Desiree C. Boykin lead t·o more prejudice among white 
Hilltop Staff ·Reporter people according to a panel par-
ticipating in the Miniconference and 
Job Fair on Minorities sponsored by 
A group of experts on race and ur- the School of Co'.Tlmunications. 
ban affairs reported recently that the A trend towards long term pover-
problems outlined in the original ty is also coming about according to 
Kerner Commission report still per- Greg. J. Duncan, prQgram director. 
sist today. They warned that ''our na- at the University of Michiga11's 
tion is moving toward two societies, Survey Research Center. He said that 
one black, one white-separate and in the late 60s 35 percent of the ur-
unequal, '' according to the ban poor were escaping poverty in a 
Washington Post . year, but that figure has dropped to 
''The Kerner Commission warning 25 percent. 
is coming true. America is again Oklahoma senator Fred R. Harris 
becoming two separate societies," (D) organized the panelists that spent 
said the group. a weekend assessing the Kerner report 
''We're · disappointed now, 20 on its----20th anniversary. The black 
years after Kerner, because the coun- middle class and the eleCtion of black 
try i.sn't as different as we thought it political leaders were two of the gains 
would be," said Roger W. Wilkins, that the group found. However, they 
a professor at George Mason ·also discovered these problems to be 
University· buried under the isolation of the ur-
The National Advisory Commis- ban underclass . 
sion on Civil Disorders received its 
f h h · 111. · According to Wilson, the black name rom t e c airman, . inois . middle class is leaving the inner cities. 
Gov. Otto K~rner. It reported in .1~8 This leaves them with no role models 
that ~he media was .not accqrate 1_n 1!s and economically and socially 
portrayal of blacks 10 the ghetto. This - segregated. 
Na ti on in brief 
-· -· -
'Deaf President Now' 
urged at Gallaudet 
An estimated 1,500 people 
gathered at Oallaudet University 
to demand that the school have a 
deaf president. 
In its 124-year history, the 
university has prided itself upon 
teaching deaf persons how to sur-
vive as members of · society. But·, 
it has never had a deaf presideitt. 
Demonstrators charged that the 
institution maintains a tradition 
that clashed with its message of 
equality and opportunity for the 
hearing impaired. 
Shortly before the rally began, 
the univcwsity announced that the 
search fof the new president was 
narrowed down to three finalist. 
two of whom are deaf. 
The demonstration held at the 
campus in Northeast Washington, 
was punctuated with cheers and 
chants and the fluttering of hun-
dreds of hands in sign-language 
applause. 
Cost of drug use in U.S. 
astounding, says GAO 
Cocaine and other illegal drugs 
are costing the nation tens of 
billions of dollars a year in lost 
wages, l~w enforcement expenses 
and treatment, according to a new 
congressional report. 
But, no price tag exists for what 
are generally believed to be enor-
mous costs to society created by 
family strife, suicide and violence 
that drugs produce, the study,done 
by the General Accounting Office, 
the investigative arm of Congress, 
" said. 
Purer~ Cheaper and more easily 
attainable cocaine and heroin, as 
well as ''designer drugs'' produc-
ed in clandestine labs, have altered 
the shape of drug abuse in the' 
I 9805, according to the study, 
The GAO report, which focu$-o 
.... ed in part on the increase of drug 
overdose deaths in the District, as 
well as increases in the use of co-
caine and PCP in the city, is the 
The 400 page report cited racism as 
the reason behind racial strif-e. Then 
president, Lyndon B. Johnson, in-
itiated the commission in response to 
the race riots in Detroit and other 
northern cities. 
One member -0f the expert group 
said that one problem with the Kerner 
commission was that it was too black. 
''The problem with the Kerner 
..Commissioq was that it was too 
focused on blacks,'' said Donna 
Shalala, chancellor of the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison. ''What we 
have now, it's not two worlds, one 
white and one black. It may be two 
or three worlds." 
Shalala also said that there has 
been some progres in the last 20 years 
and ''to pretend that nothing has 
happened .. . is just dead wrong." 
According to Wilkins, a lot of peo-
ple believe the Kerner commission 
solved the racial problem in 1968 
when it was written. However 
Wilkins said that ''if we don't do 
anything here but tell people there's 
a lot more work to be done, we would 
have done something.'' 
.latest of ·a series· of indicators of 
the scope and seriousness of the 
drug ci'isis in America .- · · 
Reagan asks NATO 
to share defense costs 
President Reagan said Monday 
the NATO alliance "has never 
been stronger or mOre unified~ .. 
but he encouraged the European 
allies to pay a greater share of. their 
defense costs. 
Trying to soothe European con-
cerns about U.S. arms ncgotiaa 
tions with Moscow, Rcaaan also 
pledged, ' 4We will never sacrifice 
the interests of allies and friend.a 
in any agreement with the Sovlec 
Union.•• 
Reagan made his comments ID 
a speech to tbe annual convendoll 
of the Ameri<:aD LellOD,s 
·the sta&e for bis:=" 
day for Brmaek, 
first full-scalo NATO tnminlt ID 
six years. The two-day mertina ii 
expected to minimize differenc:ea 
and underscore solidarity . . 
-
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Foul-ups, bleeps and • • 
What a pity when the General Assembly 
Elections Committee hires students to man 
polling machines and the workers aren't even 
given proper instructions on how to do so. 
ly encouraging more student involvement to 
, dismiss election foul-ups as petty, is ludicrous 
and shameful! 
The long,awaited Howard University Stu-
dent Association and student trustee elections 
on Tuesday only proved the level of in-
competence and arrogance which exists within 
' . 
our student leaders. 
Although ijlections Committee Chairperson 
Gerald Smith was willing to admit two poll-
ing machines--one in Douglass Hall and the 
other in J.,ocke Hall--periodically malfunction-
ed, it is hard for us to accept that, and the fact 
that any number of pollworkers at the Locke 
Hall site wrongly informed seniors they were 
not allowed to vote for an undergraduate 
trustee candidate, as an honest mistake. The 
election was too important for any aspect of 
the procedure and machine operation to go 
unchecked. 
Those studehts assigned (and paid) to 
monitor the machine in the School of Business 
obviously got bored with their duties or 
something. They were absent for extended 
periods o' time, as witnessed by a HILL TOP 
staffer. 
What was· ihe problem with uninformed and 
''missing in action~' pollworkers? 
To add insult to injury, one key member of 
the elections committee was so bold as to say: 
" Hell, if that Rachel Swarns girl( a HILL TOP 
·staff reporter) had not been able to use herself 
as an example of the problems with the voting 
procedures, then we (the elections committee) 
would have just said 'Forget the complaints, 
the elections stand as reported.' " 
What type of attitude is that when students. 
have invested much time. money and energy 
in order to bring their campaigns be.fore the 
student population? It is bad enough that there 
is low student involvement with the elections -
procedure year after year, but for the students 
\VhO are charged With publicizing and hopeful-
What a tremendous showing (he Rev. Jesse 
Jackson is making in the presidential caucuses 
·and primaries. He has proved that he can, as 
well and even better than his competitors, play 
the games of politics. · 
As Jackson combs the nation campaigning, 
he is convincing voters from all walks off life 
that he is the best Democratic choice. And the 
evidence shows how effective his methods are. 
Jackson took 35 percent of the vote in a lit- -, 
mtis test poll taken in Vermont and placed 2nd 
in the Minnesota caucus where there is a one 
percent black population. 
He i's pressing the flesh, holding babies and 
saying all the right things under perfect cir-
cumstances. During debates, he played on the 
other candidates weaknesses and insisted that 
the candidates stop taking cheap shots at each , 
other. The crowd gave a resounding round of 
applause signifying their frusration with the 
other candidates mud slinging. 
I 
Smith saying the pollworkers who misin- · 
formed students about voting procedures did 
not know what they were talking about is a 
direct reflection of the orientation procedures 
·used to education them on the operational 
methods and rules for the elections. Rather 
than have a quick run-through of those in-
structions, as is common, the committee needs 
to have printed materials available at the polls 
for students' and workers' reference. 
And for Smith to deny that some of the 
reported problems did not occur, shows a lack 
of interest on his part. As chai~man, he should 
investigate fully all complaints before making 
such a blanket statement. 
The chairman is not the only person to 
blame for problems surrounding this elections 
mess. Unfortunately, undergraduate trustee 
candidate Daniel Goodwin, the winner of 
Tuesday's invalid election, saw fit to criticize 
his closest opponent, David Odom. · 
Of Odom, Goodwin said: "He is pulling at 
straws (and) has opened a can of worms and 
they will turn into pythons and swallow him." 
What type of attitude is that for a candidate 
to take? If Goodwin had lost the invalid elec-
tion to Odom, or any of the other three 
undergraduate trustee candidates for that mat-
ter, we're almost certain he would have con-
tested the results. Besides, if Goodwin truly 
believes that the mistakes were not made in his 
fav(llr, then he should have tio problem with 
the election being declared invalid, and a mor<; 
organizaed election being ran. ' 
• • We too beheve that Odom and the other 
three candidates deserve an election based 
upon ''justice and fairness." 
It's a shame the results from Tuesday's 
undergraduate trustee' electibn had to be void-
ed. Let's just hope Thursda~'s election goes 
1nuch smoother. 
• 
Now Jackson·is sitting ato11 another poll: he 
is now projected to be one oflthe two possible 
candidates to receive the Democratic nomina-
tion. Those polled cited his consistency and 
platform as reasons why Jackson's candidacy 
is so attractive. 
He has set the pace. Jackson should now 
continue to follow the course he has set. He 
has gotten over some very bad publicity (his 
association with Minister Lbuis Farrakhan, 
bad campaign management, I etc) and should. 
take advantage of the good standing he has 
with the American public. 
Although politics are extremely volatile and 
it is hard to predict how voters will receive 
Jack son throughout the rest of the campaign, 
it has been proven that he has a somewhat suc-
cessful formula. Jackson should stick to the 
knitting. Even though he is marking 
1nilestones, he cannot become relaxed with his 
success. He can only improve his campaign 
with time and hard work. 
Shuttle comment dumb 
The University's' assistant for special pro- Coleman made an insensitive statement by 
grams James Coleman was way out of line last saying that students should schedule their 
week when he told a reporter that adding classes around the bus schedules in order to 
another bus to the Sutton Plaza/Eton Towers avoid congestions, just to get a good seat. In 
dormitories bus route during rush hours would case he doesn't realize it, some,§tudents do par-
only cause st)ldents to become lazy in their ef- ticipate in extra-curricular activities which 
forts to catch a bus. already dictate the times available for taking 
It'is absurd that students are unable to rely classes, And besides, as consumers who pur-
on a dependable and prompt bus service. Sup- chase a product, students deserve to dictate the 
posedly the cost of operating the shuttle system necessity of the commodity. 
is figured into the cost of housing, but more Not only was his latter statement 
importantly there is no reason students who outrageous, but also insensitive. If Coleman 
already s~ttle for substandard housing, should and/ or the current bus company cannot pro-
not have to settle for substandard campus vide efficient and prompt service, it will only 
transportation. . · ' · serve to show their incompetence. Perhaps its 
, 
• 
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Organizations must 
unite student body 
Dear Editor, 
It seems there is a void that has 
been left by student leaders of the 
past. This void has to do with the 
ability to bring the student body 
together. This void has not .. been fill-
ed since Howard Newell left the 
H.U.S.A. office in 1983. 
This year's H.U.S.A. administra-
tion has done a great job, but has 
been unsuccessful in forging unity 
among the student body. The rallies 
of days gone by are sorely missed. 
Who will plan a .rally for this com-
ing Friday? Who will stand up and 
speak at this rally? Who will forego 
classes and stop to listen? Will 
anyone give serious thought to those 
things that may be said at the rally? 
It is important that students 
understand who they are. The 
students of today represent the 
leaders of tomorrow. Without 
political maturity, into what kind of 
future will you be leading your 
people? 
Is anyone angry these days? Has 
the Howard Beach incident angered 
anyone at Howard University? Did 
Jimmy ''The Greek' :. Snyder's 
ludicrous assertions make any of 
''the Greeks'' at Howard mad? I-row 
many times will this scenario be 
played out before the students decide 
to get involved? 
If the student organizations don't 
unite with the masses of apathetic 
and fearful students, then the future 
will be filled with pain. The future 
will be filled with incidents like the 
Howard Beach iqcident. The student'i 
represent a powerful force. This 
power must begin to be made 
manifest if African-(American's?) are 
to make any gains in the future. If the 
students remain apathetic and fear-
ful, we are doomed. We are doomed 
to fall soundly asleep; and sleep is the , 
cousin of death. 
Aaron D. Johnson 
Class of '87 
Article on Sigmas 
accurate arid factual Why didn't the university consider the pro- their · service which needs to gotten rid of 
blems students would incur by living off- instead. . 
1 
Dear Editor. 
campus in University-owned dwellings before It seems that Coleman could hM .watted to As correctly reported in the Feb. 26 
those buildings were purchased? find out the results of therstudy that is being HILLTOP article, the General Board 
It is tot> late to attempt to justify what has conducted before making making such distur- of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, hio. 
become a chronic problem by putting the bing and one-sided statements. It is hoped that has voted to end "pledging" as a 
blame on others (e.g. the students). Instead, the University will institute an amended method of indoctrination. While the 
the University should find out what the needs schedule after-the results of the current study information, provided by the Hilltop, 
d d "f h · was contexturally accurate, .I of the stu ents are, an 1 t e company hired are compiled; the figures are sure to be in welcome the opportunity to broaden 
cannot 'handle the task, then another company students' favor if the bus operators are coun the emphasis to bring greater clarity 
needs to be chosen. • , ting accurately. to the action which we have taken. 
' I 
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Over' the past twenty-five years the 
collegiate emphasis has shifted in all 
of the fraternal organizati~ns. In-
creasingly, more emphasis has been 
placed on what prospective h~d to do 
(or endure) prior to membership 
rather than what a member was ex-
pected to do after being granted 
membership. The trends of the past 
twenty-five years have run counter to 
the objectives of Phi Beta Sigma and 
counter to its stated constitutional 
provisions. 
- As we move toward our Diamond 
Jubilee, to be celebrated next year, 
Phi Beta Sigma has re'doubled it·s ef-
····• 
• 
., 
., 
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' 
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' 
' 
• 
' ' I J 
fort to attract yoUng collegiate men 
who recognize ~he critical· need for 
public service by those who have 
received the benefits of education. To 
be consistent with the collegiate set-
ting, · we wish our orientatioµ to be 
fully within the bounds and measur-
ing up to the highest standard as set 
by our sponsoring universities. We 
are confident that the return to our 
traditional values, deeply rooted in 
the 'Afro-American spirit, will be a 
significant step in that direction. 
·oerald Smith 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. 
• 
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Principal's tactics hurt in long run 
Joe Clark, the crusading black 
principal of Eastside High School in 
Patterson, New Jersey, has received 
a great amount of media attention 
and public praise in recent weeks. 
And when viewed superficially, its 
easy to praise Clark as a valiant 
educator who's been unjustly malign-
ed by liberals of various stripes. 
Clark was named principal of one 
of New Jersey's worst public s~hools 
about six years ago. Eastside was 
overrun by drugs and violence, and 
Clark was determined turn things 
around. Cultivating a style which was 
simultaneously provocative, confron-
tational and charismatic, he patroll-
ed school corridors with a bullhorn, 
shouting out orders. 
Clark promoted the Protestant 
work . ethic, and praised young 
women who were virgins for 
upholding morality. The principal 
criticized families who relied upon 
welfare as lazy, and condemned dif-
ficult students as ''leeches, miscreants 
and hoodlums." Although the prin-
cipal had no legal authority to expel 
students without the approval of the 
Patterson School Board, Clark purg-
ed 300 of Eastside's 3,000 students in 
1982, and in late 1987 he banned an 
additional 60 students. 
Clark's preemptive actions stirred 
a hornet's nest of public criticism. 
Educators condemned Clark's ac-
tions as counterproductive, noting 
that under New Jersey law, all in-
dividuals are entitled to a public 
education until age 21. Patterson's 
School Board condemned Clark, and 
ordered him to reinstate the 60 pupils 
who had recently been expelled. But 
a groundswell of support for Clark 
occurred, initially from many work-
ing class and poor blacks residents of 
Patterson who favored a hardline ap-
proach on education issues. SU:p-
porters noted that scores on the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test for Eastside 
students have risen since Clark's 
tenure, as well as school marks on the 
statewide proficiency test for math 
and English composition. 
Since January, Clark has become 
something \of an instant celebrity in 
the media. He was feat.ured on 
ABC's ''Nightline," and rap music 
group Run-D.M .C. consented to per-
form a concert at Eastside High 
School to salute Clark. Secretary of 
Education William Bennett applaud-
ed Clark as a ''national folk hero. He 
rescued a school that was going down 
the drain and made it into a school 
that was functioning,'' Bennett p~o-
'James C.L. Brown 
claimed. The black principal has em-
phasized his intellectual kinship to the 
Reaganites, and currently displays a 
large, framed protrait of Ronald 
Reagan in his office. Clark states that 
the welfare system, affinnative action 
policies, and the social agendas of 
''hocus-pocus liberals'' are largely 
the blame for the Black community's 
ills. 
Without his firm control and 
unyielding policies toward social de-
viants, Clark insists, the school would 
quickly fall backWard into disgrace. 
''When I leave this school,'' he brags, 
''if it didn't plummet to the depths 
of despair, if it didn't become 
violence-ridden, if drugs and stabb-
ings .... did not reappear, I would be 
chagrined.'' 
But how"effective has Clark really 
been? The slight rise in aptitude 
scores can be explained partially from 
the fact that many low achieving 
students are purged from school 
rolls, thus artificially elevating overall 
scores. And even the test score in-
creases are marginal at best. At 
Eastside, less than half of all students 
pass math and writing proficiency 
test, while statewide averages were 77 
percent and 86 percent, respectively. 
Substantial evidence indicates that 
Clark brutally harasses and in-
timidates faculty and students alike. 
Clark called one teacher ''half a 
black man'' in front of other col-
leagues, and described one dissident 
group of teachers ''gutless, spineless, 
racist bastards." According to the 
Patterson Education Association, 
many good teachers have resigned or 
transferred from Eastside ''under 
duress''· 
; Clark presents himself as a tough-
minded educator, an urban prophet 
struggling for quality standards in the 
public schools . 
Regrettably, some Blacks have 
cheered his bombastic and bullying 
tactics, thinking that bullhorns and 
• 
High-pressur marketing deceiving 
When that smooth-talking, polish-
ed professional salesperson comes to 
your dorm and talks to you about 
''planning for your future," the Bet-
ter Business Bureau advises that you 
use caution and common sense. Some 
companies solicit business only on 
college campuses, and some of them 
sell high priced merchandise and use 
high pressure sales techniques as well. 
business days. This pro 'sion must be 
part of a contract, but often is not 
verbally explained by the salesperson, 
who is intent on making sales. 
Some colleges and universities are 
investigating or have taken action 
against companies who solicit 
without their prior knowledge or 
authorization. The fact that com-
panies are soliciting on campus does 
not autoQliti~lly ~a.n they have the 
permission or the endorsement of the 
You may als j wish to coilsider 
wheter you should buy products bas-
ed usually only on a picture of the 
merchandise. Some companies offer 
deferred deliver~ plans, where you 
continue to make payments and get 
your goods in a few years. However , 
what if the company is not around at 
that time or you are not satisfied 
when you do finally receive your 
merchandise? 
.China, cookware, and Q..t~ ar.Q- . 
ducts may be sold to students by ask-
ing them to sign a ''student applica-
tion'' for op"Cn-end credit. This ap-
plicatin, howver, is also a purchase 
agreement for hundreds of dollars 
worth Of goods, to be paid in mon-
thly installments over time . 
CONSUMERS 
Marketers often represent that 
signing the agreement is a chance to 
establish credit by maintaining 
regular monthly payments . Some 
students may not realize that by sign-
ing the ''application'' they are com-
mitting themselves to purchasing 
goods and paying a monthly fee that 
may seem small at the time, but may 
be difficul~ to continue over the long 
run. 
Although it is legal in most states 
for persons 18 or over to sign con-
tracts, parent~.have expressed dismay 
that students ~who are dependents, 
without a job or income, and without 
a co-signature, can sign such 
contracts. 
All contracts over the amount of 
$25 signed away "from the seller's 
place of business can be cancelled ac-
cording to federal law, within three 
cOilege. The BBB advises that you 
think twice about what you nlay be. 
committing yourself to. Resist efforts 
to sell you goods before you have had 
a chance to compare producis. 
Evaluate wheter you need expen-
sive china, cookware or other goods, 
now or even a few years down the 
road . Pressure to plac~ order5i. at the 
time of the marketing presentation 
.may seem to exist because, a~cording 
to one company's promotional 
literature, th.e company is ''pledged 
with many colleges not to do follow-
up soliciting to avoid the suggestion 
of annoyance and pressure." 
William Bennett 
Another question to ask yourself 
is what will happen if you miss 
payments or change you mind. After 
the initial three day ''Cooling off'' 
period, most companies will expect 
you to live up to you promise to pay. 
Delinquent accounts are generally 
reported to credit reporting agencies, 
making it difficult to establish fu.rther 
credit when you graduate and are 
ready to take on financial 
commitments. 
Some student purchasers are pleas,-
. ed with their merchandise and can 
handle the financial commitment, 
however, the next time someone 
knocks on your door trying to sell 
you something, be cautious and 3.sk 
yourself the above questions . 
The BBB has received complaints 
concerning two other promotions 
directed at students as well. In one 
cast:, Solicitaions are sent through the 
mail to parents of college students. 
Tlte company mailing the solicitaions 
sells a kit made up of snacks and 
other supplies and items and states 
•• that when they receive the order, 
the student will be ' entered into a 
drawing to receive a $1,000 college 
scholarship. 
Such solicitations should be 
carefully questioned: What are the 
chances of you receiving a scholar-
ship, can the fact of a scholarship be-
ing awarded be verified, where does 
the money come from for the 
. ~holarship fund, and is the univer-
sit) '\ssociated with the company, as 
may Le represented by the company? 
One such firm in particular could 
not verify the name and add!·ess of 
a 1986 scholarship recipient when 
questioned. In addition, the company 
entered into a settlement agreement 
with the U.S. Postal Service, which 
does not constitute and admission of 
violation of any law, in which it 
agreed to refrain from implying that 
the company was associated with the 
university or that a portion of the 
proceeds from orders would be 
donated to the scholarship fund . 
In another promotion, vacation 
holiday tours are advertised with 
Early education determines success 
-
Recently I addressed the annual 
neeting of the American Council on 
Education, where there was much 
:alk about a crisis in minority, and 
:specially black, enrollments in our 
colleges and universities. Blame was 
assigned liberally. It was argued that 
colleges and universities aren't doing 
enough to recruit and graduate 
minority students; that society as a 
whole has permitted the' existence of 
an impoverished underclass; and that 
the Reagan Admi-nistratipn has 
allegedly cut student aid. r 
The ·council has appointed ' a 
34-person commission, including 
former Presidents Ford and Carter, 
to study the problem. I'd like to bring 
some salient facts to bear on the 
discussion. , 
· The facts are these: minority 
enrollments in colleges and univer-
sities (including Asians, Hispanics 
and blacks) are up 20 percent during 
the 1980's, to an all-time high of 2.34 
million in 1986. Asian enrollments 
are up 50 percent in the l 980's , and 
Hisj::.&1ics are up 58 percent. All of 
this has occurred during a period in 
which overall college enrollment has 
been virtually steady:, 
During this period, black 
enrollments have been steady as well. 
After rising steeply in the 1960s and 
1970s they dipped slightly in the ear-
ly 1980s, then rose after 1984. But if 
we include black enrollments in for-
profit career schools, postsecondary 
black enrollment too stands at an all-
.. 
• 
time high. It is true that blacks' share 
of the total college population has 
declined slightly during the 1980s, but 
so has that of white students. The 
reason: increased attendance by 
Asians, Hispanics, and other 
minorities . 
There is is no disagreement over 
the goal of providing all students, in-
cluding minorities; with opportunities 
to better themselves through hi8her 
education. You should be skeptiCal, 
however, of two false arguments for 
why minority enrollments are not 
higher. · 
Alleged student aid cuts are men-
tioned by some. In truth, there is no 
villain here. Federal aid awarded to 
udents on the basis of financial 
n ed, principally grants and highly 
bsidized loans, has grown by 76 
percent since 1980 -- or about twice 
he growth in the Consumer Price In-
dex. The Administration will seek iil-
creases in student aid in next year's 
budget, including an increase in Pell 
grants to the most needy students. 
The American taxpayer has been . 
generous and will continue to be 
generous in making college education 
available to all students, but increas-
ed student aid is not the key to in-
creasing black and minority 
enrollments. 
Nor is the principal solution a 
more aggressive recruiting effort by 
colleges and universities. I believe 
most institutions are now doing a 
conscientious job of recruiting. I~-
• 
' 
creasingly, however, institutions 
and particularly the best institutions 
-- are aggressively competing against 
each other for minority high school 
graduates who have demonstrated, 
through grades and test scores, the 
ability to do college level work. For 
these students there are plenty of in-
terested colleges.1 The most serious underlying bar-
rier to greater black college enroll-
ment is the need to enlarge the pool 
of black students who have had the 
right preparation. This pool has been 
limited because too often we have not 
provided black students with the first-
class academic elementary and secon-
dary education they deserve. Indeed, 
in a way the overriding civil rights 
challenge for our time is this: to en-
sure responsible, serious education 
reform of elementary and secondary 
education, to promote equal intellec-
tual opportunity of all our young 
people. 
Students, all students, learn best 
when they are offered the best- clear 
standards of behavior. a curriculum 
that i's rich and challenging, and 
vigorous teaching. I have seen this 
proved at extraordinary elementary 
and secondary schools in disadvan-
taged communities across the coun-
try, from Garfield High in Los 
Angeles to Garrison Elementary in 
The Bronx. To offer students 
anything less is to relegate them to 
second-class intellectual and 
academic status . 
' 
But in addition to good teaching 
and a sound curriculum, important 
structural reforms of the education 
systCm are needed. Let me mention . 
only four. 
First, permit the alternative cer-
tification of teachers and principals. 
We have many excellent teachers and 
principals, but we need more. We can 
attract them by opening up the pro-
fession by removing regulatory bar-
riers that exclude from the classroom 
all but those who have been educa-
tions majors in college. Gov. Thomas 
Kean has done this in New Jersey 
with great success -- and with the 
unexpected benefit that alternativ~ 
certification has raised the number of 
minority teachers in New Jersey 
significantly. 
Second, demand accountability. 
Unfortunately, in most localities to-
day there is a greater penalty for ser-
ving up a single rotten hamburger 
than for providing a rotten education 
to a class full of children. We must 
reward success and penalize failure. 
Give principals the authority and the 
autonomy to get results; make their 
jobs contingent upon success. 
Similarly, provide merit pay for 
teachers. 
Third, insist upon assessment. We 
must devise more and better ways to 
measure the performance Qf schools 
and school districts. The Education 
Department has, for example, pro-
posed expansion , of one important 
• 
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expulsions are a substitute for real 
education. But Clark is a false pro-
phet, a shallow and demagogic ad-
ministrator who prefers to exert 
authority at the expense of the 
broader goal of enriching the educa-
tional experience for inner-city black 
and Hispanic youth. The Reaganites 
see in Clark a cheap but sensational 
way to win over a fragment of the 
ghetto's Black working class which is 
frustrated by poor schools and high 
crime rates. But Clark's strategy is 
nothing but a dead end. 
Manning Marable is the chairman of 
the Department of Black Studies, Ohio 
State University 
• 
• 
special low rates for airfare and hotel 
accommodations. The BBB has been 
notified by some vacationers, 
however, that hotels and services 
were not as advertised, for example, 
that the hotel was only one block 
from the beach and that the vacation 
contained certain amenities such as 
free bus service, free admission to 
night clubs, no extra charges for hotel 
taxes and gratuities, none of which 
was the case. The BBB offers the 
following advice before picturing 
yourself basking in the sun over 
spring break: 
- Pay attention to small print or 
asterisks in print advertisements to 
make sure the meaning of any adver-
tised statement is not altered. 
- Make sure the tour's prices are 
available at the time you wish to 
travel. Find out if there are any 
cancellation penalties and w.hat the 
refund policy is, in case you'll ' need 
to cancel your trip. 
- Find out if there are extra charges 
in addition to the advertised price. 
- Make sure you know exactly what 
features are iRcluded in the adverties-
ed price. Finally, make every effort 
to determine if the tour operator is 
reliable. Check with friends or 
relatives for recommendations and 
check with your BBB for a reliabili-
ty report. 
James C.L. Brown is a public a/fain 
specialist with the Better Busines.5 
Bureau. 
measure of student performance, the 
national Assessment of Educational 
Progress . Without clear assessment, 
increased accountability is not 
possible. 
Finally, increase choice. We need 
a system of public educatibn in which 
parents have greater flexibility to 
select the schools that best suit their 
children. Plans that increase choice, 
such as the plan tried with great suc-
cess in Harlem's District 4 introduce 
a healthy dose of competition and ex-
Cellence into publiC' education. The 
successes of magnet schools, which · 
draw students voluntarily to unique 
curricula, are now widely recognizc;d. 
We have made great progress in 
civil rights in the last two decades, yet 
we have reached an impasse from 
which it is necessary to look beyond 
the traditional civil rights agenda. To 
increase ininority enrollments in 
higher education, we must stop ac-
cepting excuses for education failures 
in elementary and secondary educa-
tion. We should begin to act on what 
works. We should insist on substan-
tive education reform as the ci'Vil· 
rights imperative for our tilne. 
WI/limn &nnetr is the secretlU)! of the 
_Department of F.ducatlon. 
David DaCosta 
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Bison: 
' you lack 
to Wln 
As tlie men's basketball team 
heads fot the Mid-Eastern 'Athletic 
Conference . semi-finals -in 
Greensboro N. C., this weekend, one 
thing seems certain: If the Bison have 
any hope of winning the champiori-
ship, many of the player.s need to take 
a trip to see the Wizard (as in 'of Oz)! 
Some team members have no 
heart. In tough situations, tbey make 
crucial · mistakes in judgment and 
lack good basketball sense. It's gut 
check time fellas. 
Here are a few examples from the 
game against Morg;\n State last 
weekend: 
- Jeff Holloman missed an un-
contested layup, and thrJ:w up an air. 
ball at a crucial moment; 
- John Spencer, with all his re-
bounds failed to get one significant 
board in the game's closing moments . 
Spencer, who usually gets a lot of 
easy rebounds, needs to rise to the oc-
cation and take control of the leader-
ship of the Bison in tough games. For 
example; Spencer against good teams 
like Texas El Paso, Wisconsin-Green 
Bay and N.C. A&T had 5,7, and. 
3 rebounds, wh~le ·against weaker 
teams like Maryland Eastern Shore. 
Bethune Cookman, and Lincoln 
(Pa.), padded his statistics with 15, 
15, and 21 rebounds in each of those 
games. He should try grabbing a few 
tough rebounds from North Carolina 
A&T's Claude Williams or South 
Carolina State's Rodney Mack; 
The scare crow of the bunch Guy 
Owens shOuld have been a boxer, the 
guy nas hands of stone and probably 
won't w'i-ite any books about basket-
ball's finer points. When Owens sees 
the Wizard, he should ask for any -
spare bralns he might have, too. -
And Mike Rollins seems more in-
terested in his personal statistics than 
the overall good of the team. Rollins 
should start acting like thC role player 
he has always been. 
This may all seem to be harsh 
criticism of these men, but quite a 
few people a~e tired of losing. 
A couple of weeks ago, someone 
accused Coach A.B. Williamson 
''folding in the crunch." But I have 
yet to see Coach Williamson take one 
shot. The coach can only diagram a 
play and try to teach it to his players 
the best he can. 
Recently, a player I shall call 
••Nameless'•·, criticized Coach 
Williamson for holding back his 
career. What career? Nameless was 
mediocre when he first came to 
Howard, and is still has a long way 
to go to be top notch material. 
In the January N.C. A&T game . 
when Nameless ·handed the victory to 
the Aggies, Coach Williamson did 
not have a hand in Nameless' face 
when he' shot an air ball. Coach 
Williamson did not steal the ball 
· from Nameless and force him to 
make a turnover at that crucial time. 
The Coach can be held responsible 
for just so much of a players actions 
on the court. Coach Williamson isn't 
to blame, but rather Nameless' own 
Jack of intensity, maturity, and in-
testinal fortitude. Nameless needs to 
click his Adidas three times and go 
back to Virginia. · 
Growling right behind Namless is 
Howard Spencer whose inconsistent 
play has plagued him throughout his 
tenure here at Howard. In ihe crucial 
final moments of the Morgan State 
·game, Howard Spencer was open 
from three point range several times. 
Although everyone thought 
Howard Spencer was going shoot on 
those occasions, he never shot. All 
year Howard Spencer has taken those 
types of shots, but on fhose impor-
~ant final possessions, he lacked the 
coiifidence to shoot. Howard Spencer 
needs to ask the Wizard for some 
courage, as well as a heart. 
Look Bison, Ne;:: A&T has an in-
credibly strong team. We, like 
everyone else in the conference, are 
tremendous underdogs .• We're not 
expected to win, but don't let the fans 
see t,he team play that way. Howard 
has lost the championship game to 
the aggies for the past six years. 4 out 
of those six the Bison were favored 
to win but were upset by A&T. Its 
time for Howard to do some 
upsetting. . 
Bison fans would love to see the,, . 
whole team play with the intensity, 
courage, and unselfish effort that 
George Hamiltotl has displayed all 
• season. Give the fans a aood pme. 
We can win Bison, so plfl:lse 
''WAKE UP.'" 
David DaCosta is a slllff ,__for 
THF.Hff.mP 
-
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Brazilian 
attends H 
erf ormer 
for year 
Dancer/actress tries to teach, not entertain 
Keith Alexander 
Hilltop Staff reporter 
Zenaide Silva, a Brazillian born ac-
tress, singer and dancer has left her 
racially segregated country to attend 
Howard University for one year to 
take classes in the College of Fine 
Arts. / 
Silva goes by Zen because her last 
name is a Jewish/Portuguese name 
and she did not want the negative 
stigma tha't follows it. 
•'The Jews came in and destroyed 
the Africans emotionally, 
economically, and socially. The Por-
tuguese also,'' she said, ''Brazil is a 
very racist country. I . wanted to use 
Af . " my r1can name. 
Zen 32 said that she does not 
;hink ~f h;rself as an .enter~ainer. :•1 
am a communicator. I tell stories 
with my dancing and singing. I don't 
want to entertain people. 1 want to 
teach them,'' she said. 
Zen relates stories of African 
history in her performan~es. Thr~~gh 
her experiences with African rel1g1on 
and background, Zen n~rrates se-
quences of life as an African. 
The winner of a Fulbright Scholar-
ship for thea1er directing, Zen left 
Brazil to come to Howard to study 
theater, choreography, and TV and 
film production during the 1986-87 
school year. Zen explained that even 
though in Brazil,. where blacks make 
up 75 percent of the total population 
and are predominant i!1 the A~ts, she 
thinks that she is the first African to 
be awarded this scholarship. 
Over 500 students in Brazil com-
pete for 12 scholarships; one in each 
realm of the arts. One of the prere-
quisites~ for the award was ~hat the 
applicant had to sp~a~ English. Ac-
cording to Zen, this is what stops 
many qualified and talented stud~nts 
from applying for the scholarship . 
''Our educational system is very 
racist in Brazil and they (the white 
man) knbw that if we learn English 
then wewould be able to make a bet-
ter way of life for ourselves," she 
said. 
Zen explained how much easier it 
is for a light-skinned person to make 
it in Brazil than it is for a darker-
skinned person. . 
•'The lighter you are the easier you 
are accepted. Like it is here in the 
U.S." 
Zen said the first problem she ran 
into here at Howard was the racism 
among black people. Not only to the 
people of darker color but to people 
who were from other countries like 
Africa, Trinidad, or Tobago. She 
said she was outcasted because of her 
' 
accent and her shaved head because 
''many people thought I was a 
homosexual.'' I was later accepted 
after my first show. 
Zen explained tha! Africa~s have 
a problem facing racism and instead 
of being racist among ourselves, we 
should get together t? work against 
racism from the white man. 
zen· is an improvisational dancer 
who has studied with the Alvin Ailey 
Dance Theatre in New York and has 
danced at The Kennedy Center twice. 
She has been dancing since she was 
14-years-old, when she couldn't find 
a job to do anything else :-
''1 noticed when I would go on an 
interview with a white girl who had 
the ·same qualifications as me, she 
would get the job befor~ I would. So 
some friends and I decided to form 
a dance company to try tb ~ak,~ 
money dancing, and that we did, 
said Zen. 
Next to prejudices, materialism 
was another element of Howard's 
campus that Zen didn't like. 
She said, ··~mericans pri~e 
themselves in too many material 
possessions when wbat is really im-
portant is on the inside.'' . 
Zen said that she loves to dance 1n 
the nude and when she was in Brazil, 
that is how she performed. ''We were 
all born in the nude. Our bodies are 
the most beautiful things that we 
have.'' 
Zen said she wouldn't dare per-
form nude in this country for fear of 
being raped'or labelled a porn star or 
a go-go dancer. . 
Zen explained how the white man 
:n Brazil came in and took the 
Africans forms of art. ''We had all 
the skill but they had all the money 
to market that skill.'' She said that 
since there are no black colleges or 
universities in Brazil, (the second 
. largest African nation next to Nigeria 
in the world) our educational system 
is what is depriving Africans the 
most . 
Zen learned to speak English when 
she was very young, growing up in a 
Catholic orphanage. ''The nuns 
taught me English becaus~ I was. very 
curious about what the words said on 
the cartons of milk we received from-
the U.S." ~ 
While here in the U.S., Zen along 
with a couple of her friends founded 
a dance company called Zeniyaz. She 
has performed at Cramton and the 
local club, DC Space, while living 
here in Washington. 
Next Tuesday, March 8, ·zen will 
be going back to Brazil to continue 
her teaching to the African people 
there. 
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JoAnn Roberts (lower) and Erika Vaugn (upper}. 
L"Ocal college festival offers 
dancers showcase of talents 
Lavon-de Wright 
Hilltop Stiff Reporter 
Howard dancers displayed their 
talents in the second annual College 
·Festival sponsored by the Dance 
,Place, 3225 Eighth St. r NE, last 
weekend. 
This was the first time that 
Howard participated in the festival 
and they performed a piece entitled 
''Choices,'' choreographed by Dr. 
Naima Lewis, assistant professor at 
Howard Urt,ver:sity's department of 
Physical Education and Recreation. 
.The dance was performed by Devi 
Cannon, JoAnn roberts, Wendy 
Robinson and Ericka· v-aU-ghri~ 
The fesiival, comprised ot local 
regional colleges, gives dance depart-
ments, graduated students and. facul-
ty members the opportunity to 
.Showgasc:. _their work. . _ . . 
· Performances v¥ied from th~ fun-
·ny, to the complicated, t9_!he info.r;_ 
mative.;:Th_~ : atmosphere. was 
frlC.n-dly and relued as the dancers 
shared with the audience· of family, 
friends Mid fellow dancers. . • 
''Clioices, ''evolved out of Lewi~ 
dissertation work in holistic/aesthetic 
I 
education and futurism. It is a 
futuristic piece that displays energy, 
creativity and positive messages. 
The rfancers wear futuristic 
costumes consisting of body fitting 
leotards and golden ·rings as they 
mOve tQ ''Bolero," by Hubert Laws, 
and the voice of Lewis. Her words to 
the music outline the choices 
available in preparing for the 21st 
century. 
Lewjs -said, ''I wasltrying to get the 
audiertce to look at the options they 
could have for the 21st century. I was 
suggesting that the arts can also be 
very edu~{ltiQn_al ~n~ .<:t!=~d~rni~. ''-· ·-
Lewis so1'id that ''it ends up being 
a piece that has an artistic and 
hopefully startling message at the 
same time.'' 
·the Dance Place is a community 
based studio that does a lot of educa-
tional outreach. They bring in artists 
and perfoimers from New York and 
conduct a large number of funded ac-
tivities. In Lewis' opinion, ''students 
should be aware-that a place like this 
exists so that they can broaden their 
Scbpe and possibility of dance classes 
involvinf a multitude of dance ac-
tivities.' -
• 
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Fulbright Scholarship award winner, Zen. 
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'Back to · the Mecca' 
video captures spirit 
By Diana Carter, 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
If you missed Homecoming '87, 
don't sweat it! You can still catch the 
essence of the a11nual celebration in 
a one ho'ur and 47 minute video tape, 
Back to the Mecca. · ,. 
The video,_ which highlights the 
homecoming activities, begins with 
the Gospel Show and finishes with 
the grandest event; the football game 
between the Howard Bison and the 
Morehouse Tigers. The scenes are ac-
companied with the latest musical 
sounds. 
Jeff Gray, Jimmy Castor ·and 
Stephen Harris are the creators of the 
Back to the Mecca video. 
Castor, a junior majoring.in.Film 
Directing, is pleased with the video. 
He said besides allowing him free en-
trance to all of the Homecoming ac-
tivities, it gave him a good opportuni-
ty to gain hands-on experience with 
the video equipment. 
''It was fun to go in and · do 
something without any planning 
ahead. I really wanted to have fun,'' 
he said. 
However, Castor did point out that 
editing the video presented some pro-
blems. ''It took me two and a half 
weeks straight to edit the tape," he 
said. · 
According to Castor, the trio did 
not originally plan to charge for the _ 
tape, but during the course _of 
shooting many people showed in-
terest in acquiring the finished 
product. 
''Once the others antl I got 
together and brought the tapes and 
saw the potential of the tape to sell, 
we started to charge,'' said Castor. 
The video is being sold for SI9.9S. 
Despite his eilttiiisfaSnl; Castof did 
point out that there were problems in 
producing and marketing the video. 
Castor said,~'Right now, we 
(Money's The Move [MTM] Produc-
tions, Inc.) are in the hole and have 
yet to make a profit." 
Taking into consideration that the 
video Was a spur of the moment ·ven-
ture, it isn't too bad. There are places 
where the viewer gets lost because of 
to much scene switching and a few 
rough musical transitions, but other 
moments capture the true spirit of the 
Homecoming weekend with pulsating 
sounds adding to the festive frames. 
Students had miled reactions to 
the video. 
Wayne Eatman, a sophomore ma-
joring in Business Man.~ement,said 
''It was not great." 
Donald Walker, sophomore, said 
''It needed more to hold the audience 
because it got boring.'' • 
However, Natalie Ewing, a 
freshman said, ''The part I saw look-
ed good to me.'' 
''It was pretty good'', said Carli-
sle Scaly, a sophomore in the School 
of Engineering. 
Castor, who is very hopeful said 
that the homecoming in 1988 will be 
better for two reasons. One reason is 
that MTM Productions, Inc. will be 
financially backed by another com-
pany and secondly .the camera ~~s~n 
will have access to more act1v1t1es 
behind the scenes 3.nd will stand a 
greater opportunity to retrie·ve a be!. 
ter oroduct._ 
Grammy A wards full of surprise winners 
• 
By Lauren Coo~er 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
There was no ' top-dog' ar thi s 
year' s 10th Annual Grammy 
Awards. Instead there 'vere ~urn- . 
overs, surprises and a Micheal 
Jackson Performance, his first 
television performance since the 
''Moto,vn 25' ' special in 1983. 
This year' s awards show took 
place in Ne'v York's-Radio City 
Music Hall . The star-studded au-
dience of past shows was there, but 
Whitney Houston 
the trend of' having one outstanding 
awards recipiept was not present. 
The proposed 'top-dog' at this 
year 's show was Micheal Jackson, 
who l1ad five nominarions. He dicJ 
nol receive any awards. This must 
have .eome as a surprise1·to Epic 
Records who proclaimed boklly in 
Billboard Magazine, ''Isn't that just 
tpo 'Bad'." Perhaps they were ex-
pecting a repeat of the 1983 awards 
show when Jackson walked away 
with eight grammies. 
Although he was not one of the 
winners, Jackson was one of the 
Smokey Robinson 
stars after a crowd pleasing perfor-
mance of The Way You Make Me 
Feel, which included a cameo ap-
pearance by Tatiana·, the object of 
his desires in the title video.-He also 
perfor:med Tite'Mttnlnt1heiM~rTor 
·: with-.And<FaerBreuoh·a.00 ' <;<1 fO'Spel 
choir as back·up. · 1 
Even though Jackson did not win 
any awards, other hopefuls did not 
walk away empty handed. 
Whitney Houston, who opened 
the show with a performance of I 
Wanna Dance with Somebody (who 
loves me), was the ~rateful recioient 
Aretha Franklin 
of the Best Pop Female awaid. 
Surprisingly, Smokey Robinson 
won the grammy for Best R&B 
Vocal N1ale, an award Jackso_n w~s 
nominated for. Aretha Franklin 
11 k'ept1hi.Jfd ef'her title as the ''Queen 
·:~ sbu1·· ttfY· ·taking the award for 
the·besi R&B ferhale vocalist for the 
ninth time in a 20-year-period. 
A surprise win was Jody Watley 
who received the award ·for best 
New Artist. She was up against the 
-Breakfast Club, Cutting Crew, 
Swing out Sister and Terrence'Trent 
. D' Arby. 
Jody Walley 
.Drama Department performs 'Streetcar~ deviation 
Alison Bethel 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The College of Fine Arts Drama 
Department will open its second 
semester season next week with Ten-
nessee Williams' classic, A Streetcar 
Named Desire. , 
. The first time on Howard's stage, 
the American classic will take on a 
new role that deviates from tradi-
tional ''Streetcar'' performances. 
A Streetcar Named Desire discusses 
the dying so•1th - as seen.through the 
character of Blanche DuBois - and 
the industrial North - as seen through 
. Stanley Kowalski~ . 
This production, however, will 
take on different themes. The clash 
between black people of different 
clciss, heritage and economic status 
will be addressed as well as the con-
flicts of light and dark skinned 
blacks. 
The two heritages represented in 
the play will be that of the Gullah, 
a group of blacks living il) coastal 
South Carolina and Georgia and 
especially on the nearby sea islands, 
and the Creolei peopleS of Louisiana. 
Directed bY Professor Vera Katz, 
the accent of the play will take on a 
Gullah torie, similar to a Jamaican 
accent. 
Katz said that she did it this way 
''to make this relevant to the univer-
sity audience and to show how great 
classics have relevance to all people.'' 
''This play directly represents the. 
' 
gap between the educated and 
uneducated blacks," said Katz . . 
Katz has directed some 12 plays at 
Howard, including: Tige~. Tiger Bur-
ning Bright with Alfred1ne Brown, 
Moon On a Rainbow Shawl with 
Phylicia Rashad and Lynda Gravatt · 
and The Blacks with Tony nominee 
Charles Brown. Known for her effec-
tive work as a director, Katz has 
helped to produce a number of 
talented actresses and actors. S~e ex-
pects a number of the actors 1n t~e 
''Streecar'' production to emerge! 1n 
IO years, as some of the top artists 
in the business. 
With a double-cast crew, the play 
features as Blanche, Robin 
McClamb, of Runaways, Amen Cor-. 
ner and Livin' fat fame; and Andrea 
Hart. Stanley is played by Omar 
Osbourne, who is known for his roles 
in Gottcha and Gangsters Over 
Harlem and Jason Carmichael, ·of 
' . . Livin' Fat and Runaways. Eunice is 
played by Dee Liaz and Micheal 
Hyatt and Stella is played by Wendy 
Davis who was featured in Runa~ays and Livin' Fat. Mitch is 
played by Ernest Mercer, also of 
Runaways, and Jason Carmichael, 
Steve is played by Vincent Miller ¥Jd 
Michael Pendleton, both of 
Runaways. 
Also involved with the show are 
two student directors, each in charge 
of direCting a segment of the play. 
According · to Katz .A Streetc'!r 
Named Desire will feature as scenic 
·-~ 
• 
Photo by Smn 
- - -·-Wendy Davis (Blan<:h•) and Omar Osboumo (Slonloy). 
.designer Prince No~ra, technicai 'relationship beiWeCti nien ·ana woiD1ii 
director and teacher at Duke Ell- _ typical of Williams' work,, 
ington's School of the Arts. George ''Streecar'' tickets will be limited to 
Epting and Peter Zakutarisky - who about 60 per performance because of 
recently \1{0rked on the departmen~s the limited space in the Experim~­
exquisite production of Sula - 'Y1ll Ital Theater. Ira Aldridge ·Theater is 
work op Jighti~~-~~ sou.nd 9.es1gn · currently under renovation. 
andcost1:1me des1gn1ng,r~pect1ye!y . The play is scheduled to run at 7:30 
Also putting his hand 1n the pot p.m. onThursday, Friday 111\1 Satur- . 
willbeThomasNorthofthe~ools day March 17,18 and 19. • 
music department. For the pr~uc- Tickets for the stiow are $3 .for 
tion, North has composed original students B}ld school groups and, ~7 
music thcit will include rhythm ~d general adn)issi~n. fo~ group _cUs. 
blues, New Orleans blues and a vane- counts and add1ti9nal informauon, JY.Q[_ot~~r. music_,_ _~ . call 636-70SO. · 
Filtea with scenes that explore the • , ,. 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
Proper care of feet 
essential to health 
Sophia Tignor 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
to expose the feet to sun and air 
whenever possible said the APA. 
Dry skin sometimes results in it-
-,-.,----~~.~~.-~~- ching and burning feet .. i'Dryness can 
In the ~ourse of a l1fet1me, th~ ~~t . _ be helped by applying a body lotion 
bear a we1g~t equal to several million ~to the legs and feet .everyday and by 
t~ns, accor~1ng to a report by the Na- using- m·ild -soaps,•• said Dr. Paul 
ttonal Institute of Health (NIH). S . tt f the National Institute of 
Many comm.on foot problems may Hc~alth~ 
result from d1s~ase! ~ong years of Corns and calluses appear on the 
we~r and tear, 1ll-f1tt1~g or i;>oorly skin as a response to repeated friction 
designed shoes, J?OOr c1rculat1on to and pressure from shoes, said doc-· 
the feet! or toenails that are not pro- tors. Some corns and calluses are 
perl>'. trtmme~. symptoms of a more serious condi-
It 1s a good idea to check your feet tion, such as bone deformity. A 
regularly. and to care fo~ them pro- podiatrist, a skin specialist, or a farni-
perly . with good hygiene .. Fo~t ly doctor can determine the cause of 
checkups can_ play a ke~ role in ~he and calluses and can recom-
early d1a~nos1s of many illnesses, 1n- cornds t t t 1 d" d" b d' h men rea men . 
c u 1~g ta et~s. accor 1~g. to t e Treating them yourself can be 
American Podiatry ~ssoc1~t1on.. harmful, especially for people who 
Fungal and bacterial - including have diabetes or poor circulation. 
athletes foot - occur_because the feet · Over the counter medicines adver-
are usuall~ enclosed tn ~ d~k, d~p, tised as cures for corns contain acids 
war""! environment, w~tch ts an id~al that destroy the tissue but do not 
growing_ place_ for fungi and bactena. treat the cause, said a study released 
_Such 1nfec~1ons can ~au~e redness, by the department of health and 
~ltste~s, P.eel1ng, and itching. If th_e human services : AlthOugh not 
1nfect1on 1s not trea_ted promptly,_ it curative when used under improper , ~ay become chronic 'find very dtf- supervision, these medicines · will 
f1cult to cure. sometimes reduce the need for 
The best preventive measures are ·surgery. • 
to keep the feet-especially the area Ingrown toenails occur when a 
between the toes· clean and dry, and piece of the nail pierces the skin. This 
I 
• 
is usually caused by improper trim-
ming of the nails or pressure on the 
nails from nail deformity. It is 
especially common in large toes. A 
doctor can remove the part of the nail 
that is cutting into the skin and take 
measures to heal the area and control 
any infection. 
Ingrown toenails can usually be 
avoided by cutting the toenail straight 
across and level with the top of the 
toe. If you have difficulty cutting 
your toenails or if they are deform-
ed, ask a doctor to trim them. 
Improving the circulation in the 
feet can help prevent problems said 
a representative of the APA. Ex-
posure to cold temperatures, wading 
• 
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·Poll shows· couples 
get postpartum blues 
Sex lives of couples suffer after_baby's birth 
Unnia Pettus 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Many couples put their sex lives on 
hold after the birth of a baby, a 
March Parenting magazine poll 
sh0ws. 
A survey of 6,000 readers, most 
with kids under age 2, revealed that 
decrease could be the new role of 
parenting placed upon the couple,'' 
. Nancy Loomis-Stewart. ••A couple 
tends to focus all attention to the 
newborn and not on themselves ... 
especially during the first three 
months.'' 
' 82 percent of moms and 77 percent 
For example, the male spouse of a 
breast-fed baby might feel neglected 
because of the close maternal unity . 
betWeen the mother and"b3by. Also, 
the couple might fear the. possibility 
of pain during.sexual intercourse, or 
of waking up the baby, said 
Coomis-Stewart. 
~P~h0~,~.~6-,~.~,,.~0r•'B~yrd of dads agree that sex life suffers 
after couples become parents. 
or bathing in cold water, pressure on 
the feet from shoes, long periods of 
sitting or resting and smoking can 
reduce blood flow to the feet. 
Standing up, · stretching, walking 
and other forms of exercise promote 
good circulation, said the APA. Gen-
tle massages and warm foot baths (95 
degrees) can also help increase blood 
flow to the feet. 
Finally, -shoes should be chosen 
carefully. The upper part of the shoe 
should be made of a soft flexible 
material to allow the shoe to conform 
to the shape of the foot. Shoes made 
of leather allow the feet to breathe 
and can reduce the possibility of skin 
irritations, ·according to the APA. 
~ According to the survey, 78 per-
cent said the frequency of sexual in-
tercourse decreases dramatically in 
the first six months after birth and 49 
percent said sexual activity is down 
a year later. Couples cite fatigue and 
lack of desire as part of the problem. 
The survey said 44 percent of 
moms and 55 percent of dads are 
more in love with their partners since 
becoming a pare~t, ~hi!~ 64 percent 
• 
• 
According to most gynecologists, 
normal sexual activity can pccur four 
to seven weeks after delivery; unless 
the mother has medical 
complications. 
Dr. Jeffrey Coker, of the Howard 
University Hospital OB-GYN 
Department, said, ''SO to 80 percent 
• 
. Thousands, of elderly die of flu virus each ·year have never spent a weekend away together without their babies. According to obstetricians and 
gynecologists, most women go 
through an ''adjustment phase'' after 
the birth of a baby. The physical and 
psychological phase includes hor-
monal decline, depression and lack of 
of women experience anxiety or 
severe mood changes after the birth 
of a baby." 
• 
J 
-~-· 
.. 
Researchers look toward new vaccination to limit deaths of those over 65 
Sophia Tignor 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Almost 2,000 elderly in the United 
States die from the flu each year, ac-
cording to researchers at George 
Washington University Medical 
Center (GWUMC) who also claim 
that the staggering statistic can 
possibly be changed. 
I 
effectiveness in boosting the imrhune 
system of the elderly against · the in-
fluenza virus. 
Thymosin alpha I, a synthetically 
produced compound identical to the 
thymosin produced by the thymus 
gland, is being administered along 
with the influenza vaccine to 400-500 
volunteers at the Soldier's and Air-
man's home. 
creases. In this randomized, double 
blind study, we will be able to check · 
the boost~r effect of Thymosin alpha 
1 on the flu vaccination,'' she said. 
•'Because the drug is identical to that 
produced in the body, it has no ill ef-
fects." ' 
The department of health care 
sciences and internal medicine Of 
GWUMC are currently conducting a 
clinical trial of the drug Thymosin 
) alpha 1, in conjuction with- .tlie 
l Washington-based U.S. Soldier's and 
Airman's Home, to study the drugs 
Dr. Lila McConnell, assistant pro-
fessor of medicine and associate 
director of the geriatric division of 
the department of health care 
sciences at GWUMC, explained. 
''•The level of immunity ~radually 
declines in people over 65 and the 
chance of becoming ill with the flu in-
McConnell, the principal in-
vestigator in the study, added that in 
previous smaller studies, the drug 
greatly enhanced the immune 
response of older people to the in-
fluenza vaccine. ''If we find that 
Thymosin alpha 1 has a booster ef-
fect of flu vaccination this Fall, it 
may soon be possible to recommend 
it to everyone over 65.'' 
In addition to McConnell, 
• 
• 
' 
• 
Graduating Student Nurses 
You're Invited ... 
. . 
• Open House 
Thursday, March 10, 3-7 p.m. 
The Washington Hospital Center 
Recreation Room 
110 Irving Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20010 . 
The Washington Hospital Center is a 
P'rivate, not-for-profit 871-bed teaching 
hospital located in the heart of our na-
tion's capital. 
• Come tour our facility and meet with our 
clinical managers, head nurses and nurs-
ing educators. Learn about the numerous 
opportunities available in all the nursing 
areas. We offer a free State Board Review 
class to all graduate nurses and ICU 
fellowships. 
For- further details, please call _.Janet 
Hunter, Employment Specialist, at (202) 
877-6048, or toll free at (800) 432-3993. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
' 
A Member of the Medlantic Healthcare Group 
GWUMC investigators in the study 
include Dr. Gary L. Simon, associate 
professor of medicine at George 
WaShington University (GWU), and 
Dr. Marcelo B. Sztein, assistant pro-
fessor of medicine at GWU. The 
study is being sponsored by Alpha 1 
Biomedicals Inc., a Washington-
based biomedical company. 
McConnell urged everyone over 
65, those with chronic illness, and 
health care professionals who work 
with high risk patients to receive a flu 
vaccination this Fall. 
''We are expecting a new strain of 
influenza this year and everyone 
should be protected against it," she 
said. 
· sexual arousal. 
''Some couples might experience a 
decrease in sexual activity because the 
woman is fatigued, and has 
undergone a significant hormone 
decrease," said Nancy Loomis-
Stewart, Group Health 
mid-wife/ nurse. 
While pregnant, the woman's 
placenta produces more estrogen and 
progesterone, but after the birth, t'he 
placenta no longer produces hormone 
drop. This dramatic drop causes a 
ph)'sical readjustment phase for the 
womar., she said. · : · ' • 
''Another probable reason for a 
This syndrome :'i usually known as 
''Postpartum Blues,'' a form of 
depression most women expeiience 
the last six ·weeks of pregnancy until 
three to five days after the birth. 
Coker said Postpaftum Blues 
should not last more than one month 
after the baby's birth. In regards to 
the decrease in sexual activity, Coker ~ 
said, every couple is subject to a sex-
ual decrease, however' intimacy 
should be expressed as often as 
possible. 
''You've got to remember to give 
your spouse as much attention as you 
give your baby,'' said Carin Rubens-
t.ein, ~uthor of . the Paren,ting 
magazi~e , ~urvey . ••aut · .. ; your 
spQuse iSn'\ 'sitting there scfe3inJog at 
2:00 in the !DOrning." ' ' ' 
New cervical birth control device 
may be in HU clinic after approval 
Tracey L. Da.wkins 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
A new contraceptive device may be 
available in campus clinics if ap-
proval is given by the Food and Drug 
Administration. 
The cervical cap is a plastic or rub-
ber device which fits around the cer-
vix. Known as a medical barrier, this 
device stops the sperm from entering 
the uterus and is to be used with a 
spermicidle jelly. 
Often compared to the diaphragm, 
the cervical cap is smaller, thicker and 
may be kept inside of the women for 
several days as opposed to hours. 
According to Dr. Carolyn Goode, 
Howard University Health Educator, 
the cervical cap is something not us-
ed much around this area. · 
''Because of the lifestyles of college 
• 
women, the pill has proven to be the 
most convenient form of contracep-
tive,'' said Goode. 
''I have had one student inquire 
about it, but many don't consider it 
as their first choice of birth control 
and it still a•Naits approval from the 
Food and Drug Admirtjstration, '' she 
said, adding that the device is 
relatively new, therefore.it is hard 'to 
make any definite conclusions about 
its use. 
''I see it as an alternative, but there 
• 
is not enough aaca on iL or 1ntorma-
tion on it.'' said Goode. 
'Although the cervical c~p may 
reduce the risk of cervical cancer, it 
does not interfere with unplanned in-
tercourse and can be up to 98 percent 
effective, the device carries many 
disadvantages. 
The cap requires skill for insertion, 
may irritate or dislodge the cervix, or 
cause an odor or vaginal dryness if 
not removed before long periods of 
time. , 
The device once classified by the 
Food and Drug Administration as a 
''significant-risk device'' is not to be 
used by women who have diabetes, 
veOeral diseases, liver or kidney 
disorders, cardiovascular dise'ase, 
toxic shock syndrome, an abnormal 
Pap smear, or cervical or vaginal 
infections. _ ~:- . 
According tb Goode, The Birth · 
Control Book by Philip A . Belcastro 
is one complete reference to the cer-
vical <;ap at the present time. 
- . 
The device is believed to have been 
u'sed first by women in the Far East. 
''Even if the FDA approves the 
device it stiil takes ti.rile for society to 
accept it,'' said -Goode. ·--- -~- · 
. 
Tired of VVaiting 
' . 
-to see your. Doctor? 
Try Union Medical Center, Inc. located just across Georgia Avenue 
from Howard University Hospital. Our multi-specialty Qr'IJ4l can 
provide quality health care without the long wait. 
Our staff and affiliated physicians are available to see you Monday 
through Friday 9 AM-5:30 PM and Tuesday ISltil 7:30 PM and 
Saturday 9 AM to 2:30 PM. CaH for an appointment. 
• 08/GYN 
•Urology 
• Orthopedics 
. ' 
•Podiatry 
• Pediatrics 
• Cardiology 
• Internal Medici ie 
·UNION MEDICAL CENTER, INC. 
2024 GEOR>IA AVENUE. N.W. •WASHINGTON, O.C. 20001-3038 • 202/234 2187 
• 
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Bison def eat 
By Steve Watkins 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
In a first round game at Burr Gym-
nasium Tuesday, the Bison defeated 
Morgan State, 67 to 59, to advance 
to the semi-final round of the 1988 
MEAC Tournament in Greensboro, 
N.C. 
The Bison win closed the Bears 
season at 13-17 and the team now 
face MEAC regular season cham-
pions North Carolina A & T. 
Having lost twice to Morgan State 
earlier in the season, including an 
86-83 defeat last Saturday, many ex-
pected a similar outcome in their 
third meeting. The Bison, however, 
quelled all critics predictions of a loss 
with sound fundamental basketball, 
limiting their turnovers to 11, and 
new found stability with junior guard 
Mike Rollins at the point - which the 
Bison lacked throughout the season. 
Sparkel:I by the play of seniors 
George Hamilton (19 points), John 
Spencer (16 points and 16 rebounds), 
and Howard Spencer (I I points). 
The Bison are determined to 
avenge the past three years of losses 
in the MEAC tournament champion-
ships and salvage what has been a 
roller coaster season. The Bison had 
not lost a first round game in the 
MEAC and didn't plan on tarnishing 
that tfadition with another loss to 
Morgan State. Bison players viewed 
the victory of Morgan as merely a 
stepping stone to greater heights. 
Unlike their earlier losses to the 
Bears, the Bison did not commit as 
many fouls early on, which in their 
first two meetings allowed Morgan to 
accumulate an insurmountable lead 
by converting at the ¥eethrow line. 
Playing a diamond and one zone 
on Morgan's star offensive threat 
s\ving man Troy Brown in the first 
half, and a variation of this defense 
in the se~ond half, what Coach A.B. 
terms '' B-1," the Bison limited 
Brown to 11 points, \veil below his 
season average. 
As senior forward John Spencer 
pointed out, '',We're a better team. 
We had some bad breaks [in past 
games]. I got in foul trouble and I put 
' 
-
' " 
.J 
• 5tJ...,.. _____ _ 
l'holc1 b)' Sereila Cobb~ 
Guard George Hamilton drives for a layup against Morgan State . 
a lot of blame {for those losses] on 
myself. I made a couple of dumb 
fouls ... Player for player \ve're 
quicker and we have better shooters 
• 
Down 10-19 at the 11:19 mark of 
the first half, Morgan appeared on 
the verge of pulling away from the 
Blson. But
1 
·All-MEAC candidate 
,. 
• • 
' 
.,,, 
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Forward John Spencer up under 
George Hamilton rose to the occas-
sion with a three-pointer and 12-foot 
jump shot. 
The Bison continued to rally with a 
-,,.. 
"" --
Photo b~- St'reila Cobbs 
the boards. 
25 to 11 run, taking a 35 to 30 lead 
''This time we took out time on of-
fense," said George Hamilton. ''If 
you notice, last time [against 
. . 
.. 
Morgan] we got to where we were 
down three and we rushed some 
· shots . This allowed Morgan to get it 
back up to ten. But tonight ... we just · 
took our time with the offense and 
looked inside for the score." 
Atypical of Bison play, Howard 
came out strong at the start of the se-
cond half with John Spencer•and 
freshman Tyrone Powell with 8 
points and continuing to bang the 
boards. The Bison drew fouls frorii 
Morgan State td get in the bonus ear-
ly. Up 12, with a 50-38 score, at 
12:22, Haward became passive on of· 
fense and lazy on defense, allowing 
the Bears to make a six point run and 
cut the Bison lead to 54-44 in a little 
over a minute. 
Follol1l,ing a time out, Howard 
regained their original intensity and 
rebounded to the Bears threat by ex-
tending the Bison lead to 10, onlY to 
have this lead wittled down to 4, 
· (56-52, 2:35 remaining) with strong 
inside play from Morgan's Marcus 
Sheffield, with 16 p6ints and 10 
rebounds. 
Howard, h6wever, was ·not to be 
denied. Tyrone Powell unleashed a 
breakaway dunk off a Bison steal 
with 1 :36 remaining, and there was 
no looking back, as Howard cruised 
to an eight point victory margin. 
A welcome surprise in the Bison's 
victory was the ball control and poise 
of junior pointguard Mike Rollins. 
Exemplum of his ability, Rollins 
committed only one turnover while 
brilliantly manuevering and slicing 
his way t·hr0ugh the Bears full court 
pressure late in the game. His solid 
plays are crucial if the Bison expect 
to defeat North Carolina A & T and 
advance to the championship round. 
Having not played until Feb. 1, 
Rollins was forced to get in shape as 
a starter and bind a rather 
fragmented group of Qlayers into a 
cohesive unit which coi.ild vie for the 
MEAC title. 
''Rollo's the key, if Rollo plays 
smart and he Can control the tempo · 
and control the ball againSi A & T, 
who knows. If we're real close"down 
the stretch, on ct shot might win it,'' 
said Coach A.B. 
_, . 
Tri-athlete, Tony Mack, works to balance school and sports· life. 
• By Tuanda Ward 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
At the close of the sports season, 
most athletes welcome the break and 
look forward to next year's games. 
Most, that is, except for tri-athlete, 
Tony Mack. 
Competing on three of Howard's 
athletic teams, Mack rarely gets a rest 
between sports. He plays football 
during the fall, wrestles in the winter, 
and plays baseball in the spring. The 
fourth year student's major is inter-
national business and he proudly 
acknowledge.s that he has never been 
on academic probation. 
Mack said it is not easy scheduling 
classes a11d playing three sports. ''It's 
hard," he said, ''but I try to schedl1le 
' 
all my classes before noon so that l '11 
have three hours to study before 
practices.'' 
Mack has received awards in foot-
ball, baseball, and wrestling. He was 
the first athlete in Ho,vard's history 
to qualify for the national competi-
tion in wrestling in the 150 pound 
weighr class. Last year he received an 
All Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) honorable mention as a 
punt returner, and he won the MEAC 
twice in wrestling in ,1986 and 1987. 
Mack said his favorite spo·rt is 
football , al1hough J1e has excelled 
most in wrestling. ''I like t11e 
challenge of going against guys much -
bigger than I am." · Tony Mack 
Mack is a running back and punt plays second base on the baseball 
returner for the Bison football team. team, and wrestles in the 150-pound 
Lady Bison clobber Morgan, 
move to first round of MEAC 
' 
Charlisa Holloway 
Hilltop Slaff Repor1er 
The lady Bison clobbered the 
Morgan State Bears 83-38 Tuesday in 
the first round of the Mid-Eastern-
Atlantic~Coast (MEAC) conference 
tournament. 
The team 1s now looking 
southward to Greensboro, N.C., 
where they will meet Bethune-
Cookman College in the first round. 
Bethune, the second pl<:j.ce team, 
and Howard, the third place team, 
have met before with the Rattlers 
winning the first time and Howard 
the second. 
lf the momentum of the Bison's 
game with Morgan State is any in-
dication of what is to come, sparks 
will be flying in Greensboro. 
The Bison played the Bears with 
the intensity of a mad bull. Senior 
Roslyn Bell hit 19 points for the Bison 
- well over the season average of 
seven points a game. 
Darlene Beale, playing in her se-
cond game since her injury, looked 
incredible as .she scored 21 points and 
grabbed 22 rebounds. 
Even though Beale knows that her 
chances of being MEAC player of the 
year are virtually over, she still w~nts 
• 
to ''go out and win the MEAC'' -and .... '( 
fullfill the team's ultimate goal. """ ..___ " 
I dWith8~eale back din ft~e.;i~eup, the { ~ _.. ... ~~ ' - 1~ '-1 a y 1son are e 1n1 e Y more~ ~ Ph 1 ,,. •, 1, c bh I ed .. th MEAC oo ..... rea o s ba anc going into e • . . • 
tournament. Guard Raslyn Bell attempts 1ump shot 1n Tuesday nights 83-38 win. 
Guards will no longer be responsi- .and centers. This will enable them tO ''The team is more consistent with 
ble for carrying the rebounding load concentrate more on their outside Darlene and the guards aren't 
of the team along with the fowards shooting. 
/ 
weight class. ·He said he has to gain 
weight for football, lose 10 to 12 
pounds for wrestling and then gain 
the weight back for baseball. 
Because he is 5' 5'' tall and 175 
pounds, he said he is some•imes 
underestimated by members of op-
posing teams. He said, however, that 
his size gives him more reason to try 
harder. ''My height has motivated me 
to strive to do better and play much 
harder.'' . 
Mack said one of his idols is pro-
fessional football player Tony 
Dorsett. ''He is not that big and he 
does really well," he said. ''The on-
- ly disadvantage to my height is th.at 
coaches [for professional teams] want 
people taller in stature." 
Born in Louisville, Ga. and raised 
in Trenton, N. J., Mack said he has campus and I knew nothing abciut the 
always been competitive. He began athletic program,'' said Mack. ''I 
playing football and baseball at age wanted a goOd academic background 
11 and began wrestling in the IOth l and on the same token, I wanted to 
grade. be socially happy and ' both are 
Mack said he was inspired by an here.'' 
incident that happenend to him when Mack had a wrestling scholarship 
he was I I-years-old. ''l was cut from _ his freshman year but later took ohe 
the footbail team and it gave me 1 ' for football to allow mqre scholar-
motivation to do better and to want ships for wrestling. 
to always prove myself." His first year, Mack wrostled ind 
In high school, the tri-athlete was played baseball, but he said he miss-
All-Conference in baseball and foot- ed football so much, that in his se-
ball, meaning that he was considered cond year,. he joined the team. 
the best in that position by the sports Mack said the worst part of play-
reporters in the Trenton area. ing three sportS are the away games 
Mack said his original intentions and matches. ''I miss classes but the 
were to attend Louisiana State teachers are good about it. AIJ the 
University. ''I came down here to athl~t~s l!ave _Writt_~I!__ex_c_us_~~ an~ are 
visit a friend and fell in love with the able to make up work.'' 
• 
' 
WHAT HIGH· 
TECH ADDS TO 
PERSONAL· TOUCH 
NURSING. · 
' 
' 
High-tech will never replace 
the care and kindness of per-
sonal-touch nursing What it 
can do is offer more scientific, 
accurate treatment, freeing 
you up for your personal care. 
Anny hospitals and medi· 
cal centers are among the 
leaders in the use of high-tech 
instrumentation and methods. 
As a nurse you'll be encouraged to continue your education, 
to continue growing. As an Anny Officer you'll be a . 
respected member of a topflight health care team. Apd never 
lose your personal touch, 
For more information on Anny Nursing, call: • 
(301) 427-5915 
• 
• 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAM IL 
• I 
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~bove, Garfield Swaby (left) and Robert Turner will face off with David 
Porter (below) and Anth,,ny Joseph in HUSA ru.i-off elections next week. 
Elections 
Continued from page 1 
respectively. 
The undergraduate trustee elec-
tions were rescheduled (see accompa-
nying article). 
Candidates on the yard and in the 
various schools, and dorms urged 
students to vote. However, long lines 
at polling sites in Locke and Douglass 
Halls which appeared to indicate that 
voter turnout had increased 
significantly were misleading. 
The Election Committee reported 
that only 2,434 votes were cast in the 
election. In fact, this reporter saw 
more students applying for visa credit 
cards in Blackburn than voting. 
• 
• 
''The turnout was up from last 
year, but I expected much more," 
Gerald Smith said. '' I thougtit with 
fi:>ur HUSA slates and five trustee 
candidates running , people would 
come out and vote, ai least for their 
friends, but that was not the case,'' 
he added. 
Graduate trustee candidate Sharn 
Shepherd won easily with 38 percent 
of the votes. Lloyd Royal finished se-
cond with 27 percent, followed by 
Brenda Lacy who had 24 percent. 
Some students felt that voting pro-
cedures were unclear as several who 
voted in dormitories and the Armour 
J. Blackburn Center did not know 
they would be excluded from their in-
dividual school elections. 
Other students appeared to have 
little knowledge of the candidates by 
name. One student asked if she could 
be given the name of ''the guy who 
wears glasses wh°o 's running for 
undergraduate trustee.~' She meant 
David Odom. 
-
Hiroshima 
~continued from page 1 
''We were told that you could not 
listen tq HUR for an hour without 
hearing Hiroshima,'' said Kuramoto. 
Their latest album, entitled ''Go'', 
meaning ''five'' in Japanese (com-
memorating their fifth album) will 
"probably go gold in the next 12 
months,'' said Kuramoto. Their 
previous albums: ''Hiroshima'', 
''Odori'', ''Third Generation'', and 
''Another Place'' each sold a 
minimum of 150,000 copies. 
Kuramoto said that their sound 
came from the mixture of their 
b·ackgrounds. While June Kuramoto 
is the only member originally from 
Japan, all of the other members have 
backgrounds in jazz, R&B, and hard 
rock. He said that they blended all of 
those backgrounds because ''they 
wanted to make music about who 
(they) were." The leader said that, 
because of that mixture, they have 
been able to reach a wide variety of 
music lovers. 
''In terms of demographics, our 
audience is not specifically white or 
black, young or old,'' he said. ''Our 
i,tudiences vary because we play (all) 
Forensics 
Continued from page 2 
Racial prejudice is another pro-
blem the team has faced from George 
Mason University speech and debate 
judges . 
Interestingly, Qeorge Mason is the 
team's biggest rival . . 
••After one of my teammates 
dedicated a poem to the black 
woman, the judges asked him \vl1y he 
excluded the white woman," said 
Stanley Bivins, team secretary. 
Bivins said the judges added they 
\Vere more interested universal issues. 
Members sai~ that setback has on-
ly inspired them to work harder to 
gain the respect and re~ognition of 
judges who had previously con-
sidered their material ''universal." 
''Before tournaments we are usual-
ly nervous, and now having to worry 
about racial prejudices does not ex-
actly relax one,'' Bivins said. 
Lately the team seems to have had 
few butterflies. At the last tourna-
ment held on Feb. 27 at George 
The United Ministries 
• 
' 
. at Howard University (UMHU) 
• 
Lenten Services 
Howard University 
6th & Howard Place, N. W . 
Washington, D.C. 
Wednesdays 
7:00 P.M. 
Holy Eucharist with Addresses . 
Topic: ''Relationships: Human and Divine'' 
' The Chapel in the Carnegie Building 
- Thursdays 
12:15 P.M. 
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
Conducted By: 
The United Ministries at Howard University 
· An Ecumenical Campus Ministry 
I, 
? 
' 
• 
Supported By: 
African Methodist Episcopal 
Baptist 
Episcopal 
· Lutheran 
Pentecostal 
Roman Catholic 
United Church of Christ 
United Methodist 
For Further Information Call 636-7280, 7906 ' • 
' 
. . 
people's kinds of music.•• • 
The group prides itself on ex-
perimentation and a willingness to 
keep up with the industry as a whole. 
This is evident in their most recent 
changes to the more electronic sounds 
of the computers and electric drums. 
''We are trying to use whatever 
works. Every song is trial and error,'' 
he said. ''We plan to even go into 
more acoustic tunes in the future,'' 
he added. 
Kuramoto says that the group is 
enjoying its number one status on 
thee jazz/contemporary charts . 
"Anybody enjoys being number 
one and the fact that it has lasted for 
over eight weeks is really nice,'' he 
said. 
He attributes their success.to their 
attempts to reach all audiences by · 
performing concerts in primary and 
secondary areas such as Mon-
tgomery, Ga. and various stops ih 
Tennessee and Washington, D.C. 
and Los Angeles. He said that he'd 
like to expand that popularity by 
touring Europe and returning to 
Japan. They are also considering do-
ing film scores, musicals and a solo 
album for June Kuramoto whose per-
formance on the magical koto instru-
ment have helped the group gain ex-
traordinary fame. 
''Our main goal is to try ·to do 
music as good as we know how and 
not compromise being experimen-
tal," Kuramoto said. 
Mason University, the team came in 
first overall. 
The week before that, the team 
brought home 18 trophies from a 
New York Upiversity competition, 
where they finished second overall. 
Florence Woodard, Shawn Ray, 
Brian Williams, Darren Gayles, and 
Stanley Bivins have all qualifed for 
the national competition. 
The members participate in areas 
Such as dramatic duo, poetry, im-
promptu speech, prose and dramati\ 
interpretation. 
rn-conjun'ction with their achieve-
ment, the team is eagerly awaiting the 
opportunity to demonstrate their 
talents to any student or faculty 
organization in hope to gain financial 
support. 
Linda Folson, a firs~-year student 
said, ''I am a new member and I do 
• 
not know very much about the team's 
history, but I do know that it would 
be entertaining for us to demonstrate 
our talents -and hopefully obtain 
financial support.'' 
Said Jones, ''We would like to be 
thought of as what we are ·- the 
Howard University Martin Luther 
King .Forensics Society; and that 
means support frOm all schools and 
colleges.'' 
• 
• 
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Zetas raise funds for 
drug rehab program 
By April Sliver 
Hilltop 'Staff Reporter 
Expertise was not a factor at Satur-
day's Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., 
Alpha Chapter, Bowl-A-Thon. 
The small but enthusiastic group of 
amateurs bowled at the Blackburn 
· Center to raise funds for RAP, Inc., 
a private non-profit organization 
which operates a comprehensive drug 
prevention program in the area. 
RAP has been combating drug 
abuse for 17 years. The program pro-
vides a 24-hour residential facility 
where former drug abusers, criminal 
offenders or other"s in need may · 
receive a variety of services ranging 
from high school graduation 
equivalency certification to group 
talk sessions. 
All those interviewed had high 
praise for the program. Chris Hart, 
one of the better bowlers and an ad-
visor to Alpha chapter, was impress-
. ed with the organization's commit-
ment to instilling self-esteem and 
racial pride among all ''colored peo-
ple.'' 
Misha Anderson, a frP.shman 
Lady 
Continued from page 8 
pressured as much [sirlce] they are not 
doing everything,'' said senior guard 
Artine Hector_ 
Coach Sandra Tyler said Beale's 
presence not only brings consistency 
and balance to the squad, she also 
brings confidence. ''The girls feel 
more confident with Dar!Cne in th.ere, 
they know that they can put up a shot 
and most likely Darlene will get the 
rebound if it does not fall.'' 
Vanessa Graham, a ootential 
Fund 
Hospit~J 
Footb:; 
serve a.' 
fundr!" 
Continued 1rom page 2 
·1 nd ' .','illie Jeffries, Head 
"" , were also elected to 
irman for the 1988 
Epps sad, ''H.U. i-; a m0st impor-
tant instrument of education and pro-
gress throughout the country.'' 
'' And the challenge is just as great 
business management major, and 
Thousand Johnson, a freshman 
zoology major, siid they do114ted 
because the cause was so worthy. 
''My participation may be a drop 
on the bucket, but I'm glad to be of 
help'' Anderson said. · 
Donna WoCK;lhouse, last year's 
first vice president of the chapter, 
commented on the media hype sur-
rounding drug abuse. She said that 
excessive attention on the problem is 
more leaves a large impression on 
young people. Adults, however, ''are 
set in their ways and they know what 
they're about.'' 
When asked why the Zetas decid-
ed to take on this task, Hart said that 
every chapter must. do a drug abuse 
prevention program as required by 
the sorority's national chapter. She 
hopes that the program will become 
an annual project. Last year the 
organization donated funds to the 
March of Dimes. This year's ac-
tivities included a seminar from a 
RAP representative. Many of the 
participants said that the seminar was 
very · inspirational and very 
informative. 
''MEAC Player Of the.Year,'' pick-
ed up 21 points and nine rebounds in 
her 38 ·minutes of playing time. BeJl 
followed with 19 points, while Hec-
tor and Marlene Henderson racked 
up eight. · · 
Howard controlled the first half of 
the game ftom conception with 6'3'' 
freshman cen~er Kim Wright taking 
the jump ba! and keying an im-
mediate fast Ureak. 
The lady Bison ended the first half 
with a 27 point margin, eventually 
continuing the romp in the second 
half and never giving the Bears a 
chance to be a part . of the game. 
. . . 
as it was 20 years ago,'' he said. 
The Challenge Fund 1988 fundrais- · 
ing goal is $350,000. The long-range 
projection is to have a total ac-
cumulation of $2.5 million by the 
year 1990. 
''Members of the committee 
believe Howard holds a special place 
in the history of education of this 
country,'' Estep said. 
''As a result, they are all dedicated 
to improving the quality of life at 
.Howard University,'' he said. 
Positions Available 
,/ 
I 
HOMECOMING CHAIRMAN 
HOMECOMING TREASURER 
-
deadline to apply 
• 
MARCH 11, 1988 
applications and other · 
information available 
• 
\ 
in Office of Student Activities1 
Room 117 Blackburn Center 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-I 
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HU college hosts confab 
' 
By Angela Callahan 
' Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Howard University Depart -
ment of Civil Engineering will host 
the 20th annual Mid-Atlantic In-
dustrial Waste Conference June 
19-21. 
The conference will address in-
dustrial problems that are particular 
to the Mid-Atlantic area because of 
the types of industries there, accor-
ding to James Johnson, chairman of 
the department. 
Of the five states with the largest 
number of Waste sights, three are 
located in the Mid-At lantic area, in-
cluding' New Jersey with 91, New 
York with 57, and Pennsylvania with 
48 , according to a study by !he 
I . 
SeJf .. ffelp 
Continued from page 1 
gram, whicl1 is expected to begi11 in 
the fall, \viii allow approiimately 150 
students to obtain loans. 
Self-Help differs from other types 
of financial aid because it doesn't de-
pend on uni\.ersity fu11di11g. In addi-
tion, any loan received through the 
program is interest free. 
''With more resources, \\'e \viii be 
able to help more people," said 
Anderson. 
Both Jean and Anderson agree that 
the program has tremendous gro\vth 
potential. The amount of money 
students can borro\v v:ill increase by 
$100 every four years. According to 
Anderson, in 20 years the prograin 
\viii have in excess of $2 million in 
loanable funds. 
''The 'self' is the most beau1iful 
aspect of the program,·'' said Ander-
son. ''St udents are helping 
themselves and sludents in the future 
'Security 
Continued from paqe 1 
148 pe~le is 40 people short. 
Present ly, the security departn1ent is 
launching a recruitmenl drive. 
One change whicl1 Dawson l1as 
made to improve the moral of securi-
ty personnel is to provide names 
rather than just times for shifts. The 
noon-8a.m. shifl is called Night 
Ha\vks, the 8 a.m.,-4 p.m. is Delta 
Force and the 4 p.m.-midnight is ca!l -
Ed Blue Fire. 
''Names for shifts get rid of the iri-
dustrial image,'' said Da\vson. 
Sgt. \Villiam Bell sees the change 
as senseless. ''It's a headache, and it 's 
not military," said Bell. Bell is a bltic 
patch (armed) officer \vho has \Vork -
ed in Howard 's security department 
for 14 years . He said that many other 
officers sha re his sentiments. 
The securi!Y dcpartmei;it is also i11 -
volvcd in ''in-house training on 
public relations'' said Da\vson. This 
encourages 1he officers to vie\V the 
stuJents and faculty as their cl ients 
and Pron1otes a service attitude. 
• 
United States Environmental P rotec-
tion Agency (EPA). 
'' In a lot of these sites, it is still 
undetermined who wi ll clean them 
up," Johnson said. ''The framework 
for determining who will clean up 
[these sights] and the m6st efficent 
way to do it will be disscussed at the 
conference.'' Johnson also said 
that the conference would discuss the 
hazards involved with the possible ex-
posure to waste in the work place and 
in the home. 
According to studies by the EPA, 
\vaste materials can be carcinogenic 
or cancer causing agents. 
''The participants of the con-
ference will be officials from the 
EPA, practicing engineers, and 
academians," Johnson . 
as well." 
Students who desire Joans wil l be 
able to fill out applications in the Of-
fice of Financ:ial Aid and Student 
Employment . Any student enrolled in 
the university is eligible. 
Jean is anxious for the program to 
be approved so that HUSA can begin 
\vorking on the second phase which 
involves endorsements from local 
businesses. Ten percent of this money 
v.1ill be used to give scholarships to 
students from local high schools who 
will attend predominately black 
universi1ies. ''We 11eed to take care 
of our next generation,'' said Jean. 
Th e Self- Help Program has 
estab lished a precedent which ·could 
eventually become prevalent on other 
campuses. The program received na-
tional exposure on the front page of 
The Washington Times and in the 
Dec. l 5 issue of Black Issues 
magazine. 
''HUSA, Jean and Bedford (vice 
president of HUSA) will be able to 
look back years from now and see 
\vhat a tremendous contribution they 
made to Ho\vard, '' said Anderson. 
''The community sees Howard 
security as an obstacle," said 
Da\vson. ''We're trying to change 
that a11itt1de," he added. _,.· 
Red patch (unarmed) officer, 
Jonatl1011 Adall)S said that students 
can't afford to have 11egative feelings 
tO\\'ard secu rity. 
''Securit y is established for the 
student s in order to help them," he 
said. 
Adams is supportive of the-changes 
that have been made in the depart· 
ment. He said 1l1at shift names 
''sound 1nore sophist icated," and 
have i11creased pride among officers. 
Other .departmental changes in-
clude the eliminat ion of beards, and 
clea11ing up uniforms. 
Dawson has chosen the theme, 
''We Walk Together'' for the depart-
ment . To get students involved with 
. . . . 
sect1r1t)' cr11ne p revention seminars 
are scheduled monthly in each dor-
n1itory. Dorms choose whether or not 
they \Viii l1old the seminars. 
Furthermore, Dawsbn sent letters 
to various campus organizations 
recommending that students pur-
cl1ase a chemical called Deter. Deter 
is a spray \Vith a foul odor which 
prevents attacks. 
''\Ve can best combat crime with 
the police and acade1nic community 
\\'Orking together," said Dawson . 
''TWO THUMBS UP." 
-SISKEL & EBERT 
• 
a new Co11rtJy W;tH )f11.57c fr<>fi\ ~e Di ~ectot 
. of sHe~ Got-ta HAYE jt' 
-ALLEN 
Takoma Park, Md. 
270-2266 
• AMC 'S ACADEMY 14 
Greenbelt. Md. 
220-0022 
• AMC'S CARROLL TON 6 
New Carrollton. Md. 
459-8070 
• AMC'S RIVERTOWNE 12 
Ox on Hill.. Md. 
839-0696 
• AMC'S SKYLINE 6 
Bailey's Crossroads, Va. 
9;31-3600 
' 
. ANDREWS MANOR TWIN 
• Cariip Springs. Md. 
736-6373 
NOW PLAYING 
• 
• 
• ARLINGTON BLVD./ 
LEE HIGHWAY 
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS 
Merr1lteld . Va 
876-1600 
CAPITOL Hill 
Washington, D.C. 
547-1210 
JERRY LEWIS 
CINEMAS 
District Heights. Md. 
735-1414 
K·B BARONET WEST 
Bethesda . ,\1d . 
966-0500 
• K·B CERBERUS 
Washington, D.C. 
337-1311 
• K·B CONGRESSIONAL 
Rockville, Md. 
984·3600 
• K·B JANUS 
Wash ington. D.C. 
232-8900 
• K·B PARIS 
Washington , D.C. 
666-7700 ' 
• LAUREL CINEMA 
Laurel, Md. 
776-7650 
• MT. VERNON 
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS 
Alexandria, Va. 
799-1800 
• ROTH'S TYSONS 
CORNER 
Mclean, Va. 
790-1007 
• 
Photo by Frank B)·rd 
Shuttle schedules printed 
The Office of Residence Life and Gold Line Bus Company recently 
began limited distribution of a compact printed shuttle bus schedule {pic-
tured above). The schedule, which contains the Meridian Hill/Park Square 
route on one side, and the Sutton Plaza/Eton Towers route on the other, 
was printed at cost to Residence Life and the bus company. Individual 
copies are available at the Office of Residence Life. 
_ , 
Lewis 
Continued from page 1 
While cont inuing her career, 
Lewis began college at age 16. 
MEAC 
Continued from page 1 
In 1983, FAMU left the MEAC 
after the school was fined $10,000, 
had its right to television coverage 
revenue forfeited and all of its sports 
teams declared ineligible for any con-
fernce championships because the 
school refused to play B-CC at all 
after a request to move the Classic 
\Vas turned do,vn by B-CC . 
The school returned to the con-
ference this year under its own terms. 
Conference officials agreed to \vaive 
the fine and allow the school's 
basketball team eligibi lity for the 
1987 tournament, although FAtvtU 
She graduated magna cum laude. 
For this multi-talented actress, suc-
cess l1as paid off. As this writer/com" 
poser/act~s is relaxing from her 
vigorous Scllbdule, she is happy. 
'' I am doing what I have always 
\vanted and would n0t give away· this 
gift for anything''. 
did not play any cont·erence .games, 
and the Classic would remain on the 
Thanksgiving weekend date. 
Howard Football Coach Willie 
Je ffries said: ''I don't think it's fair 
for two teams to deprive other teams 
from an automatic berth. [Howard 
has) been victimized and other teams 
have (also) been victimized." 
According to the athletic directors 
at both school s, the profit from 
Classic revenues is vital to both 
athletic programs. 
Tank Johnson, B-CC athletic 
director, Said an agreement to let the 
Classic be played on that date was 
made by the presidents of all the 
MEAC schools \vith the kno\vledge 
il1a1 an automatic bid would be 
forfeited. 
''We tried to play (the Classic) the 
\veeK before {the start of the playoffs] 
and lost 12,000 fans that year," 
John son said. '·[The Classic] 
Trustee 
Continue d from _page 1 
tee chai rman. The original five can-
~idates will face-o ff again o n March 
10. 
In the Tuesday election, Daniel 
Goodwin came in first, winning 34 
percent of the vote. David Odom 
fol lowed with 29 percent . Mary 
• Da niel and Daryl Segars received 13 
percent, and Darrin Gayles trailed 
wit h 12 percent . 
Only I , 749" st udents voted fo :-
undergraduate trustee candidates, the 
elections committee said . In o rder to 
win , a candidate must earn at least 30 
percent. 
Odom triggered the turn-around 
\vith his for;n(t] contestation of the 
election filed on Wednesday. Calling 
for ''justice and fairness ," he said the 
malfu nctions in t he polls in Douglass 
and Locke H all '' had an enormous 
effect o n the outcome of the elec-
tion." Smith said the poll in Locke 
was improperly set, excluding senio rs 
from voti ng ·fo r undergraduate 
trustee candidates from 10 a .m. to 
12:30 p.m. 
A Locke Poll watcher a lso incor-
rectly in formed s~niors that they 
could not vote fo r undergraduate 
trustees, O dom said . 
''There is no excuse for 
pollworkers nqt knowing who can 
and cannot vote," Odom said . '' I 
should not ha\'e to approach the 
chairman after peek voting' hours to 
p rov ide a po lling place for senior 
voters.'' 
represents half of my budget (and is) 
the most important thing for our sur-
vival,'' he added . 1 
Johnson was indifferent when ask-
ed about a greater loss in prestige fl:O 
MEAC-member schools and the con-
ference as a whole because of B-CC's 
gain--a school which does not field 
the required number of sports teams 
to be considered a Division y -AA 
program. 
The Florida Classic (formerly the 
Orange Blossom Classic) date's back 
to 1933 when it was consid6'.red the 
premier black college /Came in the 
region. The first game, p layed in 
Miami, feat ured H oward as the top 
contender. 
Reportedly, crowds nearing 40,000 
fans, have witnessed the event in re-
cent years. 
According to F A M U Sports In for-
mation Director A lvin H o llins, 
F AMU would not object to moving 
the game back one week . 
' • f f ' 
Smith acknowledged that the 
pollworker ''didn't know what she 
was talking about.'' He said she will 
not work in the upcoming election. 
Seniors however, were not the on-
ly ones affected .. Gus -Johnson, a 
junior in the College of Liberal Arts, 
said, ''I came into Douglass to vote 
at about 10:30 a.m., and when I came 
to my choice for undergtaduate 
trustee the switch wouldn~t move. I 
tried the other undergraduate trustee 
candidates, but nothing happened,'' 
he said. ' 1So, I didn't get to vote for 
that.'' 
Marquita Powers, a senior in the 
College of Liberal Arts, had similar 
problems in Locke . ''All the 
categories went down except for the 
one for undergraduate trustee. A poll 
watcher s3id since I'm a Senior I'm 
not allowed to vote for 
undergraduate trustee,'' Powers said. 
''lt was strange since they allowed 
me to vote for HUSA, but I didn't 
know [the poll watcher was misin-
formed} , so I didn't ma:ke a big stink 
about it," she said. 
Odom also complained that the 
voting procedures in the polls ' 'per-
mitted any student wlio saw fit to 
vote more than once. Oue to long 
lines, students were permitted to have 
t heir registration cards punched at 
one poll and vote at another. " 
Fannie Brown, a- Liberal Arts 
sophomore, said she ''realized how 
easy it would be to cheat the system," 
when Douglass pollworkers allowed 
her to vote without checking to see .,.,,.... 
if her card had been punched. 
''I told them that it had been pun-
ched in Locke , but that I hadn't 
voted there because the linei were too 
long,'' Brown said . ''They didn't 
even ask to see rhy card .' ' 
Smith called Brown's situation ' ' an 
isola ted case.'' He also rejected 
Odo m's claim that pollwatchers left 
polls in the School o f Business un-
manned . Howwver, several students 
reported finding polls unmanned 
there in the students loun~e . 
,Daniel Goodwin, winner· of the in-
valid March 1 election, seemed sur-
prised at the turn-around. He said 
that O do m is ''pulling at straws.' ' 
"~r . Odom has opened up a can 
of orms and they will turn into 
pyth ns and swallow him, ' ' Goodwin 
said . The new elect~on ~- 'will giv~ 
students the opporturuty to show Mr. 
Odom that although he may think 
there was a mistake in the voting, 
there weren ' t any mistakes in the 
votes cast for me.'' 
Odom, ho wever , afong with the 
other candidates, was delighted with 
the election committee's decision. 
• 
• 
' 
You Have the swers . 
I 
The real-world problems of government, industry 
and commerce demand solutions. Quick, effecti\1e 
solutions. TASC solutions. 
For over two decades, TASC has applied innovative, 
computer-based analytic methodologies to the 
understanding and optimization of complex systems. 
We're committed to putting knowledge to work in 
unconventional ways. The possibilities are endless. 
And they depend on people like you. People with the 
independent thought and analytic abilities that have 
fostered at TASC a unique combination of advanced 
technology and problem-salving techniques. 
Here, we offer a small-team environment, project 
follow-through , interdisciplinary contacts and in-
house educational opportunities. Our project diversi-
ty calls for flexibility, opjectivity, and the ability to 
expand your knowledge in a variety of ways to 
discover real answers to complex systems problems. 
• Academically, 75o/o of our staff is at the MS and PhD 
level. kid we provide the m with superior technical 
and administrative support and the latest computer 
hardware/software. We use s tate-of-the-art methods 
from estimation, control and optimization theory to 
advanced mode ling and s imulation techniques -
many of which were developed at 1'ASC. It 's a 
d~:namic, challenging environment where the in-
dividual makes a difference . And we ' re located only 
minutes. from the educational and cultural centers of 
Boston and Washington DC, with other locations 
throughout the country. 
If you're receiving an MS or PhD in Electrical 
Engineering, Systems Engineerlng, __ Operations 
Research or Com~uter Science (wiili _empliiisis 
on engineering and scientific appUcation},.tJie. 
world could use answers you can provide 
through T ASC. . ' -
TASC will be interviewing on~campus shortly. 
See your College Placement Office for details. 
-
TME .llNA L 'fTtC SCIENCES CORPO RA T10 N 
55 Walkers Brook Drive 
Reading . MA 01867 
-~"Equal ()\>[">t'tUIUl) En1plt o)'t•r. ~1 F 
t .:- L <I M<"fl>hi~ rt·qwn·<I 
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0 ELSE COULD 
INVITE THE ENTIRE 
CITY OF SEATTLE TO 
STAY OVERNIGHT? 
Not only could we play host to the 
entire population of most American cities, 
but we could provide each guest with their 
own private bath and personal maid service 
to boot. 
EMBASSY 
=<it= We're Holiday Corporation and that means leadership in the hospitality 
industry. Leadership in terms of siZe. 
Leadership in terms of diversity. SUITES"' HOTELS 
• 
Holiday Corporation is a pioneer 
in the development of hotel properties 
tailored to the price considerations of 
business and vacation travelers. H·oliday 
' Corporation is an innovator in guest 
accommodations like all suites hotels, 
teleconferencing services, and more. 
Holiday Corporation is many name!? and 
one consistent quality. 
Most important, we're a 
thriving business. 
If you 've ever thought about 
exploring careers in the hospitality industry, 
we invite you to· explore with us. Because 
when it comes to having room to grow, 
nobbdy has · more rooms than us. 
Harratts~ 
-+tOLIDAY 
CORPORATION 
The leader In Hospitality 
' 
HOLIDAY CORPORATION will host a reception on Tuesday; 
March 8, 1988 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the Howard Inn. Come by 
to meet our recruiters and learn more about us! EVERYONE IS 
INVITED!! ! 
The following' regions/divisions will interview March 9 
EMBASSY SUITES/ EASTERN REGION 
HOLIDAY INNS, INC./NORTHEAST REGION 
HARRAH'S MARINA 
' 
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The General Assembly Elec-
tions Committee wishes to con-
gratulate the 1988-1989 
Graduate Trustee 
Sharnn Shepheard 
We also would like to thank all the 
• 
students who came out and voted this 
past Tuesday. Let's continue with th(! 
same spirit next Thursday, March 10 
as the run-off elections betweee.n: . 
l)David Porter/ Anthony Joseph · 
and · 
-2)Garfield Swaby/Robert Turner, Jr. 
for HUSA President and Vice Presi-
. . 
dent, respectively. , 
Due to election · mishaps, · the 
general election for the office . of 
Undergraduate Trustee will be 'held 
again on the same date and time and 
at the . same polls for the run-off 
election. · 
Pollworkers, we appreciate your 
help at the elections last week .. We; 
would like you to 'work the polls once 
again. Additional poll workers · are . . 
needed. If you have already com-
pleted a pollworker application·, stop 
by the Elections Office ·as sooQ as · 
possible to see if your help is -need-
ed. Those who worked the · polls on 
March 1 have first priority. -- -
To vote: All students must bring both 
their validated-certificate of registra-
, . 
ti on and photo ID. · · "' 
Polls open ·from 10 a.m. 7 p.m., 
Thursday, March 10. Vote at a poll-
ing site near you!!! ·' -
' ' 
• 
I 
• 
' 
Blackburn Center Douglas Hall Law · School-
Medicine Meridian Hill Locke . Hall Sutton 
Plaza Divinity Business Communications · · 
• 
. I 
• 
• • • 
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Announcements 
TONIGHT 
from 10-3at St. Augustine 's, located 
at 15 & V Sis., NW, the Pretty Boys 
rock your socks. Next Friday be sure 
to catch the Krimson & Kreme reu-
nion at the biggest party of the year 
at the old Washington Civic Center 
at 4618 14th St., NW. From 10-3:30 
·B'mores V-103FM DJ Franski 
presents the revenge of the rabbit, 
baby! And the finale , Saturday. 
March 12 from 10-3. it's the return 
of the Black & White Ball formal at-
tired at the Washington Plaza Hotel 
(right behind sutton Plaza.) Get your 
advance tickets early! Just contact 
any Pretty Boy! 
So you think you're funny! Then you 
can showcase your talent when the 
Undergraduate Student Assembly 
Presents COMEDY NIGHT during 
the Spring Black Arts Festival 1988. 
Information will be distributed to in-
terested persons on March 4. 1988 
in Room 110 Blackburn Center. 
The School of Business presents the 
1988 salute to Blacks in Business 
Mini -Conference . featuring 
distinguished entrepreneurs from all 
over the country. Register Now!!! 
Students $3 General Public $10. 
The opening session will be held Fri-
day. March 11 in the School of 
Business Auditorium at 3:30 p .m. 
For niore infer call 636-5116 . 
Student-Faculty-Staff-top prices paid 
for used and unwanted books with 
resale value. Time Jones, TAJ Book 
Service 722-0701 . Support a stu-
dent enterprise . 
WORD PROCESSING THAT 
SHOWS YOU AT YOUR ABSOLUTE 
BEST. Quick. Deliver on-campus. 
Call or write for free samples. rates . 
service: Jean Mosher , 1718 Conn. 
Ave .. NW No. 310: Dept. HU Wash ., 
DC 20009; 593-9689 . 
Are you too light to be black? 
-
Bible Study will be held Thursdays 
at 12:30 p.m. in the basement of the 
Andrew Rankin Chapel. This is spon-
sored by the Navigators Christian 
Fellowshsip. 
Who 's Who pictures will be taken on 
Thursday, March 1 O from 5:30-8:30 
p.m. Please call to find out if YOUR 
photo must be retaken . 
Computerized Typing/Word Pro-
cessing PROFESSIONAL! 
$1 .80/page. Ask for Naomi Jeffries 
at (202) 265-2540. 
• 
A ··super Tuesday ·· Elections 
Watch"' will take place Tuesday, 
March 8 in B-21 Douglas Hall. 
Analyses will be provided by depart-
mental faculty, students and invited 
guests. Refreshments will be 
served . 
Please support Army R.O .T .C. 
military ball fundraiser . Money we 
had was allegedly stolen from our 
staff-controlled safe. Any help will be 
appreciated. 
Personals 
To My Sweetheart. Blondell. on Your 
Birthday, Love is that sum of the 
equal effort of two souls 
Jalani 
To the nice looking guy with the 
beautiful smile from New Jersey. I 
wanted to let you know that I like tl1e 
way your ··z·· rides. 
JLZ 852 ' 
My Turn Next, Dudes!!I 
Tee 
Slick Rick Wells. 
Your B-day party was li.ve and I want 
to get to know the lady in red. 
To Melsie. 
Happy 18th Sis. ar.id best wishes in 
all your endeavors! 
From Melzie. II and Miggi . 
Help Wanted 
MOONLIGHTING 
$$$ 
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
STUDENT by day . ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CRUSADER BY NIGHT!!! 
Dust off your cape, earn $$$, and 
qualify for front-line political work: 
*STOP pesticide poisoning 
*PROTECT Chesapeake Bay from 
oil rigs 
*SAVE our endangered groundwater 
Letter campaigns. petitioning, fun-
draising . campaign management 
training. 10-40 hours per week. 
Evening full-time/part-time $5-$1 O 
per hour. Be part of the solution! Call 
CLEAN WATER ACTION at 
547-1196 
Marketing/Sales Representative 
wanted for small business Ideal for 
business stuents who want practical 
direct sales experience. Salary + 
corrirnission. Own transport~tion 
needed . Part-time flexible hours. In-
ternship possibilities 783-0101. 
-
Senior Day Camp Counselors: 17 ·21 
years old. background in ECE. Child 
Development, Recreatio. Physical 
Education or the Arts. Child care ex-
perience valid driver's license 
preferred $5-6 .50/hr . contact 
Deborah Macanic, 462-1055, Tues· 
Fri 11 a.m -4 p.m. 
Med Transcrip. 
P-T flex hrs. Must know med term. 
50 wpm Call Jackie 635-0544. 
--~ --------"- ------
or are you too dark to be accepted? 
The Ohio Club investigates the topic 
ot INTRARACIAL PREJUDICE in a 
panel disc·ussion to be held Wednes-
day. March 9. from 7-9 p.m. in the 
West Ballroom of Blackburn Center 
To the tall, dark and handsome 
graduating E.E. student with the 
beautifully groomed beard . ---'~ 
The Chocolate City Club is having a 
bake sale today from 10-2 in The 
School Of Business StUdent 
Lounge-5th floor 
The Chocolate City Club is having a 
General Body Meeting on March 9. 
!rom 4-5 p.m. in the Blackburn 
Center Auditorium . All DC natives are 
encouraged to attend! 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. Inc. 
"W.l.Z. Club" 
wants women interested in making a 
change on Howard"s campus by 
developing programs to increase 
campus unity and broaden Black 
awareness.' Next meeting will be held 
on March 10, from 5:30-7 p.m. in the 
Undergraduate Library Lecture 
Room. 
"BLACK MEN OF SUBSTANCE & 
DISTINCTION 
Attention male students interested in 
modeling for an upcoming school-
year campus calendar whose theme 
will be "'Black Men of Substance. " 
If you're a gentlemen with such 
quality please pick up an application 
at the informatlon desk on the first 
floor of Blackburn Center. For more 
'information call Casilda at 585-291 O 
or Jim at 636-2569 . 
NEW NAME/NEW ATTITUDE 
On Tuesday. March 8. Club Detroit 
wilt be having a meeting in the 
Undergrad Library Lecture Room at 
6 :45 p.m. ·Anyone from Michigan 
may attend! 
$700!!! That "s about what some of 
you (and your housemates) spend 
each month merely to rent a house 
or an apartment. Why rent when you 
possibly can buy? Demand more for 
your money! Call 434-9464 for 
deitai!s today .! 
THE HEAL TH PROFESSIONS CLUB 
will have a meeting on w ·ednesday. 
March 9 at 5:30 p.m. in Locke Hall 
Room 105. All are welcome to 
attend . 
The National Association of Black 
Accountants will have a General 
Body Meeting o'n 1uesday. March 8 
in Room 322 in the School of 
Business from 11-1 2 noon. Nomina-
tions for officers for the 1988-89 
year will be held. All members are 
urged to attend. 
The Association of Future Social 
Warders would like you to ex-
perience a tol 1r of West Africa, Its 
people and activities. with Dr . J.O. 
Kuti in ··Return to Mother Africa : A 
Travel Log." Monday, Feb 29 at 5 
p.m .• in the School of Social Work 
Lounge. 
The Department of Sociology/An· 
thropology will present a lecture by 
Matthew George, Ph.D. entitled, 
''Mitochondrial DNA evolution in dif-
ferent species'' on Monday, March 
7 at 4 p.m. in the Blackburn Center 
Forum. All are encouraged to attend. 
I 
I've been watching you for a yea 
and I think you are definitely the sex-
iest man I've met in a long time. 
Your secret admirer in the School of 
Engineering . 
Sweetie. 
Didn't we almost have .it all? Will love 
ever be a house again? 
S.W.A K 
Slimer. 
Thank you for being there. I know I 
may not show it all the time. but! ap-
preciate it. · 
Sparkle 
Slick. 
Yoll' deserved the best . Happy Bir-
thday. We rocked the spot. We luv 
ya. dude . Your boz. James ··Jazzy'' 
Wilson, Troy ··Tee·· White & The 
Philly Boz 
KM . PRIM 
Happy Anniversary, because what 
you MEAN to me. 
... is even more than whatever it does 
seem to be!! 
·BERTHO 
Dramatic, 
With the report finished. what else 
is there to do than indulge yourself 
with a post-birthday treat ... me! 
Somber 
Michele and Danise. 
I am going through a lot . You alt can-
not solve this one. However. true 
friendship is everlasting. I love yall. 
Thanks. 
KBfS 
Obataiye, 
My world came together when we 
met. Now. I have fallen and so has 
my world . Let's not fall apart com-
pletely. Think about it. 
' 
Fat Daddy. 
We need to talk!! I miss you!! 
Love Always, 
Iceberg 
--
For Rent 
House to share. Nice W/D. DNJ, 
CAC. Private, Patio. Secure $350 
369-1614 
MEOICALGROUPFOREYES Total 
Pennanex Pannaton1 $79 B&L Ext. Wear •• _ .•.. 
Add. Pair(2weeks) ........ $50 
Add. color Ext. to-6 
(Ind: Violet) ................ $79 
Dolly Contacts , , . , , , . $65 
Chg, Br, Eye to Bl. Gr, $179 Aqua, Hazel, Ok. Br ••• 
00/MO Needed 
i 
• ICS 
ZOO JOBS!! ' 
Friends of the National Zoo (FONZ) 
is now hiring ! Part-time hours now 
. available during the week and on 
weekends. If you wish, convert to 
full-time hours when your schedule 
allows. Openings exist as Informa-
tion or Traffic Aids; Gift Shops; Park-
ing or food service attendants; food 
service leaders: or grounds 
maintenance assistants. competitive 
wages and compensation. A once-in-
a-lifetime experience. Apply in per· 
son or call 673-4640 for an applica-
tion M-F 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
FONZ 
Human Resources Department 
Mane Restaurant 
National Zoo 
Washington. D.C. 
M/FN/H EOE 
ACTIVISTS 
Help dismantle the military-industrial 
complex. We led the tight to defeat 
contra aid and now we're working to 
ratify the INF treaty. SANE/FREEZE 
is hiring articulate . concerned 
women and men who are willing to 
work hard . . Part-time. full-time , sum-
mer positions available . Salary. 
benefits, travel opportunities. Train· 
ing provided. Call 544-3929 . Affir-
mative action hiring policy . 
Wanted: Career Ladi s (25) to sell 
lingerie (part-time) M st be over 18 
years of age d have n automobile . 
Small invest e or kit . Contact 
Jewel at 889-0001 
' . 
' 
• 
, 
' . ' Highlights of 
Drug Prevention Week 
March 7-11, 1988 
10 a.m. 4 p.m. 
Monday 
District of Columbia, Alcohol and 
- Drug Abuse Services Administra-
tion '' Alcohol Display'' 
Tuesday 
'' Drug Mobile'' 
Wednesday 
'' Balloon Release'' 
Thursday 
Coppin State College, Nu Gam-
ma Chapter, Zeta ·Phi Beta 
Sordrity, Inc_ . ·•• steppers'' (In 
• front of Blackburn Center) 
Friday 
''Taste-A-Rama'' 
Blackburn Center Ground Floor 
Plaza 
+ 
''Mom says the 
house just isn't the 
sa111e without me, 
even though its 
a lot cleaner.'' 
' 
' 
• 
]use because your Mom is far 
away, doesn'c mean you can'c be 
. close. You can still share the love 
and laughter on AT&T Long 
Disc;ince Service. 
It costs less than you think to 
hear that she likes the peace and 
quiet, but she misses you. So go 
ahead, gi·•e your Mom a call. You 
can clean your room later, Reach 
out and touch someone® 
ATaaT _ · 
The right choice. 
' 
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with what's hot from Spiegel. 
• .. ,.· 
Tl1e Together! Spring Catalog. 
Just $2. 
Detach here 
------- ---------------------------
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Se11d f<>r )'<>L1rs a11d get a $ 2 Certificate 
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